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PROPERTY ASSESSMENT IN FORT WORTH
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The general property tax in the United States has been subjected 
to a considerable amount of criticism which can be divided into two 
categories: that which applies to its theory and that which applies to
its practical and administrative difficulties.^ This dissertation deals 
with one facet of the administrative difficulties, namely, the assess­
ment procedure.
The scope of this study is the assessment of business and resi­
dential real estate for tax purposes within the city limits of Fort 
Worth, Texas. The primary purpose of the study is to measure the vari­
ation that exists between the sale prices of properties and their 
assessed valuation by city taxing officials. Secondly, this study seeks
to offer some explanations of the causes of these variations.
/
The Sampling Method
It was estimated that between 1958 and 1963 twelve thousand 
sales of real property occurred in the city of Fort Worth. From these 
twelve thousand properties a sançle of 660 was drawn.
1Harold M. Groves, Financing Government (5th ed., New York:
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1959), p. 50.
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There was no single body of data available for all sales of 
properties; therefore the sales data were drawn from the following 
sources:
1. Deeds and records
2. Newspapers
23. The Multiple Listing Service
4. The city tax office
5. Local real estate appraisers
6. The Commercial Recorder^
The Size of the Sample
After examination of the data, 660 items were selected. One 
hundred residential properties were selected for each year from 1958 
through 1962, making a total of 500° Fifty sales of properties of 
residential classifications were selected from I963, bringing the total
number of residential properties to 550. Twenty commercial properties
were selected for each year, 1958 through 1962. From 1963, ten were 
selected, bringing the total commercial properties to 110. The total 
verified sample, 660 properties, represented slightly over five per cent 
of the population of sales for the time period, and one-half of one per 
cent of all real properties in Fort Worth.
2The Multiple Listing Service, a cooperative venture of 71 real 
estate brokers in Fort Worth, publishes a weekly list of sales of prop­
erty. Each property that a member broker lists for sale may be shown 
and sold by other member brokers. The listing broker is paid one-third 
of the selling commission; the selling principal (the owner of the 
brokerage firm), one-third; and the salesman, one-third.
3The Commercial Recorder is an independent daily publication of 
mortgages and realty sales in Tarrant County.
3
In the Texas courts, a sale which is more than five years old 
cannot be used as an estimate of value. (Duval v. Clark, Civ. App. I58 
SW 2d 565*) Therefore, the sample included sales made during the five 
year period, 1938 to 1963* The sample was gathered in June of 1963» and 
this fact accounted for the inclusion of the half year of 1963*
How the Sample Was Derived
The primary source of data on sales of residential properties was 
the list compiled and published weekly by the Multiple Listing Service 
of the Fort Worth Real Estate Board, which included about one-fourth of 
all properties sold in the city for the years 1958 to 1963. This list 
gave the sale price, the listed price, the selling and listing brokers, 
and the date of the sale. A systematic sampling of the first two sales 
of each group of three, making a total of 2,000. The lists were compiled 
weekly and were arranged chronologically. Each week's list was alpha­
betized by the name of the street on which properties were sold.
Properties were identified by their street addresses.
Of the 2,000 sales selected, only sales which met the following
conditions were considered usable:
1. Only transactions by warranty deeds were considered.
2. Intra-family transactions were excluded.
3 . Only sales between residents of Tarrant County or adjoining 
counties were considered.
4. Properties where a lease agreement was in evidence in the 
sale were excluded because the lease would affect the sale 
price, either increasing it or decreasing it.
4
5- Properties where trades took place were excluded.
6. Sales of properties out of the Fort Worth taxing district 
were excluded.
Once the individual property was found to meet the preceding 
conditions, the sale price had to be verified. The method of verifica­
tion of sale price required that each property had to have a consistent 
evidence of the sale price in at least three of the following instances:
1. Amount of revenue stands on deeds
2. Consideration as stated on deed
3* Asking price of properties in newspapers
4. General estimate of whether the sale meets legal, bonafide
4definition of fair market value
5. Sale price as reported weekly by member realtors of the 
Multiple Listing Service
6. Sale price as indicated in title companies' records of sales 
contracts and closing statements.
The City Assessor's Office had compiled a list of 660 commercial 
properties sold between 1949 and midyear 1961. The list was compiled 
from deeds recorded at the Tarrant County Court House. Sales were drawn 
from this list by taking every sale listed for the years 1958 through 
midyear 196I. Two hundred and fifty sales were searched in an attempt
4The following legal definition of "market value" was presented 
to real estate brokers: "The amount of money that a person desiring to
sell, but not required to do so, could, within a reasonable time pro­
cure for such a property from a person tdio desires and is able to buy 
such a property, but is not bound to do so." Realtors were asked to 
state whether in their opinion the specific sale was considered "bona- 
fide" according to the preceding definition.
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to verify their sale price. Additional data for sales of commercial 
properties came from the Commercial Recorder for the periods of June, 
1961, to June, 1963. These sales were selected by taking the Commercial 
Recorder for the first day in each month and noting the deeds filed 
for that day. Ten sales of commercial properties were selected from 
the Commercial Recorder. The land value maps used by the city assessor 
were consulted to compile an additional list of commercial properties. 
This list contained 60 properties sold during this two year period. In 
all, 110 commercial properties, verified by three or more of the methods 
listed previously, were selected from these commercial lists.
The Nature of the Data
A considerable amount of information about individual properties 
was available from city tax records. The information included.the 
legal description, street address, zoning, topographical classification 
of the land, use type, the availability of utilities and the condition 
of the abutting streets. Among the basic data were the dimensions of 
the land, adjustments according to size, shape and topography, the 
appraiser who evaluated the parcel, and the date of appraisal. Building 
permits issued on the property were included. The computation of the 
improvement valuation, land valuation, and total valuation was avail­
able. Any adjustments by the Board of Equalization were indicated on 
the tax cards. On the reverse side of the card were details of the 
improvement valuation including a diagram of the structure.
The preceding paragraph described the new tax card used by the 
City Tax Assessor. The cards used previously were essentially the same
6
but they had some minor differences. For exançle, on the old card, it 
was not possible to determine who appraised the property, while on the 
new cards, the appraiser was identified. The old card was used until 
1961. The assessments of properties since that time have been recorded 
on the new card form.
A Description of the Property Tax
The property tax is a tax on wealth, tangible and intangible, 
which possesses exchange value. The problems surrounding the property 
tax make this description an oversimplification. An "ad valorem" or 
"at worth" tax is not nearly so universal nor so easily applied as the 
preceding description makes it appear. Property taxes are taxes on 
wealth, but wealth exists in many forms. Since no single method of 
assessment can be applied to all forms of wealth, classifications of 
different forms of wealth are necessary. Figure I provides a typical 
classification.
These classifications of property are also classifications of 
wealth. There is no distinction between wealth and property. Property 
is an object which is owned while wealth is all objects which can be 
held in exclusive possession. The difficulty in a tax on wealth is 
reflected in the classifications. In most states the property tax is 
primarily a tax on real estate. Taxes on personal property are dimin­
ishing because of the difficulty of listing personal property on the 
tax rolls.^
«5̂Frederick Lucien Bird, The General Property Tax: Findings of
the 1957 Census of Governments (Chicago: Public Administration Service,
I960), p. 18.
FIGURE I




























Source: Harold M. Groves, Financing Government (5th ed., New
York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1959)» p. ^5*
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The formal organization' of.administering the property tax con­
sists of an eight step process: (1) Levy, (2) Original or local
assessment, (3) Review of assessment, (4) Central assessing or equali­
zation by the states, (5) Apportionment of taxes and setting the tax 
rates, (6) Collection of the tax, (?) Collection of the delinquent 
taxes, (8) Appeals to some judicial or quasi-judicial body.^
The extent of the success of the various steps in the taxation 
process is reflected by the degree of: (l) Fairness, as distinguished
from arbitrariness; (2) Reduction of inequalities in wealth, income, 
power, and opportunity; (3) Conservation of human resources; (4) Preser­
vation of a wide market and avoidance of oversaving; (5) Preservation of 
incentives; (6) Use of direct taxes as much as feasible; (?) Wide shar­
ing of tax burden ; (8) Adequacy of revenues; (9) Selection and application
nof taxes to provide business stability.
Legal Problems
The Texas Constitution demands "fair market value" as the stan-
g
dard of value and the basis of taxation. However, courts have ruled 
that assessments at less than market value are legal if the assessments 
are uniform (Duval v. Clark. Civ. App. 158 SW 2d 565) « The average ratio 
of assessed value to sale price in Texas is O.I6 and ratios for most 
communities are between O.O5 and 0.60 (Census of Governments. 1957)• The 
requirement of fair market value serves two important legal functions.
^Leslie E. Carbert, "Full-Value Assessment Versus Fractional- 
Value Assessment," Proceedings of the Forty-Sixth Annual Conference on 
Taxation (Sacramento: National Tax Association, 1954), p. 1?4.
7lbid.
8,The term "true and full value" shall be held to mean the fair
9
One, it fulfills the requirements of the constitution with respect to 
equal protection under the laws in that the "fair market value" supplies 
a standard for the equitable apportionment of property tax levies among 
owners of property. Secondly, it fulfills the due process requirement 
of the Federal Constitution in that the individual has a basis for 
ascertaining whether or not a law imposing the tax has been equitably 
and fairly applied to him and his possessions. In other words, any form 
of equal protection under the law demands that all persons or objects 
in the same category and the same situation be similarly treated. Such 
legal concerns do not prevent classification of property by states, and 
ideally the classificiation should be such that all persons and property 
within the classifications are treated equally by the classification.
The importance of the legal requirement of equal protection to 
the owner under the property tax was pointed out by Robert Kilmer of 
the New York Board of Equalization and Assessment when he said;
One of the most distinguishing features of the property tax 
is that it is not merely a mathematical calculation but is based 
primarily on expert opinion and judgment, the expert opinion and 
judgment as to the value of property.9
In other words, where a state law demands that property be 
assessed at its "full market value" or "fair cash value," such assess­
ment would notrnecessarily be the sale price of a property. The
market value, in cash, at the place where the property to which the 
term is applied shall be at the time of assessment, being the price 
which could be obtained therefore at private sale, and not at forced 
auction or sale. Vernon's Texas Statutes (Kansas City, Mo.: Vernon
Law Book Co., I960).
^Robert F. Kilmer, "Full Value Assessments: The Legal View,"
Proceedings of Fifty-First Annual Conference on Taxation (Sacramento: 
National Tax Association, 1959)> p. 4l4.
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necessary requirement in fulfilling the definition is that "full market 
value" is that price at which the property should be sold, rather than 
its price per se.
The main purpose of any form of full value standard is to pro­
vide for the most equitable property tax apportionment among the various 
owners of property. As Kilmer points out: "The full value standard
. . .  is merely a means to an end, equality of t re a tm en t. Th e 
application of this standard is the principal source of legal difficul­
ties in applying property tax laws.
Administrative Problems
Problems of the administration of the property tax are signifi­
cant. One of these problems is that administrative laxity sometimes 
lessens tax equity. As Macy points out:
After a tax is established by statute, those who pay it ulti­
mately have reason to expect that it will be administered in 
an effective manner. Past administration of the property tax, 
particularly with respect to assessment, has left much to be 
desired. There has been delay in placing some properties on 
assessment rolls, and others have been under-assessed. Certain 
segments of the economic order have been affected adversely as 
a consequence of lack of uniformity in assessment procedure.
Unequal treatment of property owners has done much to weaken 
the basic foundation of the property tax and cause taxpayers 
to lose faith in administrators. In practice, the property 
tax has often been seriously regressive. Proportional rates 
that are levied on property may become sharply regressive in 
operation because of poor administration. This results in a 
miscarriage of justice in taxation.
l°Ibid., p. 415.
Ward Macy, "The Theory and Practice of Central Assessment," 
Proceedings of the Forty-Ninth Annual Conference on Taxation (Sacra- 
mento: National Tax Association, 1957)» P* 505*
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Another problem concerning the property tax is the overlapping
of assessment districts. Overlapping is the situation which arises
where a county government, a city government, a state government and a
school district all tax property in the same locale. Some arguments
arise over the repetition of tax assessments. What should be the role
and responsibility of the state and local officials in regard to
appraisal and assessment? Those in favor of local administration state;
The property tax is now used almost exclusively for the 
support of local government, and it should be administered by 
local officials who are in intimate contact with the problems 
involved; aggressive action by the state in the property tax 
field tends to undermine institutions of local government in an 
area where home rule and local autonomy should prevail;, the 
work involved in assessing all property by a central agency is 
beyond the capacity of a single office; and not necessarily 
desirable over a wide area where conditions are not uniform.
The argument for the participation of a central authority covers
the following points:
1. Local governmental units are creations of the state and are 
not autonomous in the field of taxation.
2. Constitutional and statutory requirements pertaining to 
uniformity cannot be met in the absence of state activity.
3. Some taxable properties, extending beyond the borders of a 
given local taxing district, should be assessed as a unit 
rather than in segments as is necessary when the task is 
handled locally.
4. The poor administrative record made in the past by local 
officials, whether due to improper organization, under- 
staffing of assessors' offices, or incompetence provides 
pragmatic grounds for state action.
Macy suggests that the function should not be designated to either 




part of the assessing and appraising function should be attended to by 
the local authority with the exception of those forms of property not 
exclusively local. Such properties as certain industries, public 
utilities, mines, and others should be the object of the central or 
state authority.
Another suggestion is that the existing law should be enforced 
by the state or central agency. This might be done through State Tax 
Boards among whose original functions was the supervision of local 
assessments. Such supervision could be accomplished by state agencies 
analyzing sales ratio analyses of the assessments made by local 
officials to ascertain whether these local assessors were following the 
law or not.
Theoretical Criticisms
Some criticisms are levied against the tax from a theoretical 
point of view; for example, the tax is accused of being a poor measure
li(,of benefits received. Does an expensive building receive more fire 
protection than an inexpensive residence? What dollar value can be 
placed upon the school systems to childless couples? Almost everyone 
benefits from expenditures of government in some way, but it is not 
possible to say that the property tax is a good index of that benefit.
Another criticism of the tax is that it is a form of double 
taxation. Double taxation results when a property owner is taxed on 




is taxed on the value of the mortgage (intangible property).
. . . property owners whouare greatly in debt to others are taxed 
relatively heavily in relation to their true net worths as com­
pared with owners with large equities in their property holdings.
Evidence of double taxation leads to the conclusion that "A property tax,
. no matter how general its application, inherently discriminates against
17certain taxpayers and favors others.”
Another problem is that
. . . exemptions from property taxation have long been on the 
increase. Certain classes of property are not taxed at all. 
Properties of governments, charities, educational institutions 
and religious institutions are among those exempted.18
There is some disagreement on the choice of what properties should be
exençt.
The property tax has limitations as a means of instrumenting an 
ability to pay basis of taxation because its coverage does not exhaust 
the usually accepted criteria of ability. In most jurisdictions, the 
property tax includes real property and some limited tangible and intan­
gible property. However, stocks, securities and other intangibles are 
not significant revenue producers. Thus, payments under the tax are 
indications of relative taxpaying ability, but the tax is not related to 
ability in a one to one relationship. Normally, low income property 
owners pay less absolute amounts of tax than owners of high valued prop­
erty owners. On the other hand, the tax amount is relatively higher for 
low income owners according to their ability to pay.
lÔEarl Rolph and George F. Break, Public Finance (New York; 




Of the two principles of taxation, the property tax can more 
nearly be identified as following the benefit principle. The taxpayer 
pays'taxes and receives services from the community. This follows the 
benefit principle because the taxpayer pays for and receives services.
In closer examination, the taxpayers do not pay correspondingly for the 
services they receive. Police protection in many communities tends to 
be protection of business property. This is an example of a differ­
entiation in services under the tax.
The property tax is generally considered a regressive tax. One
form of regressivity may be due to assessment procedures. Assessors may
assess low value properties at a higher ratio to-sale price than high
valued properties because wealthy citizens may be able to influence the
19assessor to make lower assessments on their properties.
In spite of the difficulties of the property tax, there is little 
evidence to indicate a trend in Fort Worth towards other forms of taxai 
tion. Thus, it is appropriate that the setting for this study is a city 
in which the taxing authority is implicitly and explicitly handicapped 
by the legal definitions of full market value. It is further appropriate 
that this study be limited to one major part of the taxation process 
rather than to deal slightly with several related problems. Considera­
tion of the appraising techniques by the city appraisers was chosen in 
order to explain the causes of the variation that exists between sale 
prices of properties and their assessed values for tax purposes.
19Groves, p. 57.
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Studies in the Field of Property Taxation
Most of the large property taxation studies have been equaliza­
tion studies carried on by the various state tax departments. Many 
states over the past ten years have conducted studies which attempted 
to set equalization ratios for their respective counties. One recent 
analysis of the tax structure of Texas was conducted by the Texas Legis­
lative Council in 1952 to gather the basic tax data for a determination
20of the subsequent sales tax.
Some tax study has been done for planning purposes in cities 
such as Washington, D. C. ; Flint, Michigan; and Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. 
With the exception of the Washington study, most of these were sales 
ratio analyses and did not deal with property taxation in much detail. 
Another group of studies has been conducted at the local level. Many 
local assessors use the sales-ratio method for evaluation of their 
appraisers' work, and these studies are made from the value information 
the assessor gathers.
Other property tax studies have been conducted by large busi­
ness firms such as railroad, utility companies, and telephone cmmpanies. 
Bell Telephone in Fort Worth conducted a sales-ratio study of 250 
residential properties sold in 1962 and 1963» This study revealed that 
the average appraised value of the properties sampled was 95 per cent 
of sale price. These studies are used commonly by companies to promote 
their own taxable situation in cities and states. Such studies are
20State of Texas, Local Government; Part I. Setting and Primary 
Income Sources (Austin, Texas: Texas Legislative Council, 1952).
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traded and used among corporations to compare local tax structures for
future plant locations and other planning purposes.
One of the best studies of property taxation is in The Census
21of Governments compiled from I960 census. It is a primary source of 
descriptive data on property taxation and other revenue sources of 
states.
An early study of ad valorem taxation in Fort Worth was con­
ducted by the Bureau of Municipal Research at the University of Texas
22and published in 1941. This survey was made under the leadership of 
Dr. Stuart A. MacCorkle. Funds were provided and the data were 
collected by the Works Projects Administration covering sales of 
properties during the years 1936 to 1940. The purpose of the study was 
threefold; first, a description of the appraisal techniques then 
employed in the city; second, a comparison of sale prices with these 
techniques; and third, to show how the ad valorem tax was distributed 
among types of properties. In this older project no attempt was made 
to explain the variation between the sale prices and appraised values 
whereas in the present study, such exploration is the primary aim.
The Chamber of Commerce of Fort Worth published a study on 
industrial properties in 1954. This study determined that the ratio 
of assessed values to sale prices for the sample of properties chosen 
was 45.84 per cent of the sale price.
21U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Property 
Tax Assessments in the United States (Washington; Government Printing 
Office, 1962).
22Stuart A. MacCorkle, An Analysis of Ad Valorem Property Tax 
Bases in Fort Worth (Austin, Texas: The University of Texas Press,
194iyi
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Another study, conducted in Fort Worth in 1959 by Paul Hastings 
of the Texas Christian University Finance Department, was concerned with 
twenty-five industrial properties. Hastings concluded that the ratio 
of appraised value to sale price of this group of properties was 27*95 
per cent.
A Summary of Chapters
The organization of the chapters is based on isolating broad 
problem areas in the assessment of real property. Chapter II is con­
cerned with the historical development of the property tax as a 
producer of revenues among various levels of government. As applied 
to Fort Worth specifically, the property tax is discussed, as it has 
applied to the city in recent years. Chapter III indicates the basic 
measures of the data in the aggregate. These measures of the data 
are taken before the data are studied further in the later chapters.
Chapter IV illustrates the effect of human judgment upon the 
assessments. Chapter V contains detailed information of the effect 
of changes over time on the appraisal results. Chapter VT is an 
exploration of the effect of use upon the assessed values. Chapter 
VII is a summary of the first six chapters and contains conclusions 
about the assessment of real property in Fort Worth.
23Paul G. Hastings, "Tax Rates on Fort Worth Industrial Proper­
ties," Fort Worth Business Review, Vol. 7, No. 11 (March, 1959).
CHAPTER II
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROPERTY TAX
The property tax is an old form of taxation. It has usually 
been a tax on land and the improvements to land.
Ancient History of Property Tax
The earliest known tax on land was the Athenian direct tax.
As levied in the time of Solon (B.C. 596), it was not a classified 
property tax, but a land tax.^ Some attempts were made to tax person­
alty; but the success of these attempts is hot known. Under Nausinicus
(B.C. 378), the basis of taxation was not only land and houses; but
2also slaves, cattle, furniture and money.
Rome levied a direct tax which was a forced loan to be repaid 
out of the proceeds of conquest, and was levied only to meet unusual 
expenses for which the proceeds of domains were insufficient.^ The 
economy of Rome was agricultural therefore, taxable property consisted 
of land and the immediate possessions connected to the land, such as 
houses, slaves, and cattle. The property tax, however, was assessed
^Edwin A. Seligman, Essays in Taxation (New York: Macmillan





only on the land, on the assumption that every acre of land would require
a definite quantity of productive capital.
Later, the amount of personalty was increased. To keep a gen-
4eral property tax, the Romans had to tax the newer forms of property.
Farming implements, ships, carriages, money, garments, ornaments, etc.,
were listed as personalty that was taxable; the only personalty assessed
consisted of tangible visible objects, even though the censors apparently
had unlimited power to list any property on the tax roll. Collections
were not successful and the tax reverted to a land tax. In conclusion,
the Roman property tax was a tax on land and the productive capital
affixed to land.^
In Syria around 2000 B.C., the land tax failed because "the
privileged position of large land holders in ancient Syria caused city
revenues to decline."^ At the same time there was a land tax in Egypt
and Mesopotamia. In Egypt the church paid a land tax on its property.
In ancient Mesopotamia, there was a land tax of wheat, oil, vinegar 
7and honey. The property tax is an old form of taxation which typically 
evolved into a land tax in ancient civilizations.
Medieval History of the Property Tax
In the early portion of this period, after the disruption of the 
Roman empire, there were no taxes at all. Later, the public tax became
4
Ibid.
^Ibid. , p. 36.
6Daniel C. Dennett, Jr., Conversion and the Poll Tax in Early 
Islam (Cambridge; Harvard University Press, 1950)» P- 53*
^Ibid., p. 79.
i  ■■ >.
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private property. The tax revenues originally devoted to public pur-
Oposes became the private possessions of feudal nobles and overlords.
The medieval town was the birthplace of modern taxation. The 
English towns paid their share of a tax to the crown in a lunç> sum but 
this lump sum was distributed among the townsmen in proportion to the 
property each citizen owned. During the reign of Henry II, the col­
lectors collected from whom they chose. The first common use of tax 
rolls in England was under Richard I, while the first exemptions in 
England were made under Henry III. Military service exempted citizens
9from the property tax.
The only distinction between England and the continent was that 
in England the property tax remained for centuries the sole local tax, 
while in France and Germany local excises were added.
The general state taxes followed the municipal taxes. In 1166, 
property taxes were levied throughout most of Europe in order to aid 
the crusaders.English statutes of this period mention in detail 
the various classes of taxable property. Lands and all movables includ­
ing gold, silver, animals, coin, credits, the produce of vineyards, 
etc., were taxed and further provisions demanded that those who did not 
own as much as a pound should nevertheless pay a penny if they were 






this time on, grants on rents and movables became more and more common 
until they gradually replaced the older methods of tax revenue. The 
taxable portions of the property granted varied from a fortieth to a 
fourth; but from 1290, it became customary to tax the nobility and the 
clergy only two-thirds as much as the common.
In 1334, the proportion was fixed as the fifteenth and the 
tenth of the value. For all practical purposes, the fifteenth was a 
tax on rents or realty, the tenth on movables or personalty. One prob­
lem for the tax was that trading among businessmen of goods during the
12middle ages helped make personalty impossible to tax. In Europe and
in England, the same form of taxation existed under different names.
The difference in the rates is explained by Seligman when he points out
that it was more difficult to reach personal property, both because
some of it was more or less hidden from the assessor, and because con-
13cealraent was far easier.
Thus, the general property tax existed throughout Europe, It 
seems to have been levied chiefly on tangible, physical objects not 
capable, of easy concealment.
Modem History of the Property Tax
In England the fifteenths and tenths were changed from percent­
ages to apportioned taxes and every town had to raise a definite sum,
12Summerfield Baldwin, Business in the Middle Ages (New York: 
Henry Holt Co., 194?), p. 32.
13•̂ Seligman, p. 45.
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which remained the same from year to year. One fifteenth and tenth, 
therefore, meant a fixed sum, but when more was desired two or three 
fifteenths and tenths could be imposed. With the advent of this 
development, the old methods of assessment were altered so that each 
town and county made its own arrangement. Personal property was 
treated with such inconsistency that the total product of the tenth 
and the fifteenth continually diminished. This reduction in revenues 
resulted in attempts on the part of the kings to supplement the old 
tax by a new general property tax, called a subsidy.
The subsidy went through precisely the same development as the 
fifteenth and the tenth; what at first was really a percentage tax was 
converted into an apportioned tax of a stated lump sum. No reassess­
ment of the districts took pl5.ce; each locality was supposed to pay the
same sum year after year. Collectors of the subsidy were allowed to
16
keep two pennies from every twenty shillings collected.Thus the
subsidy became an unequal land tax and finally disappeared in 1663»
Abuses of the system were explained by Sir William Petty when 
he wrote:
There have been, in our times, ways of levying an aliquet 
part of men's estate, as a fifth, and twentieth of their estates, 
real and personal, yea of their offices, faculties and imaginary 
estates, also, in and about which way may be so much fraud, 
collusion, oppression, and trouble, some purposely getting them­
selves taxed to gain more trust: other bribing to be taxed low.
^^Ibid.
H. Tawney and Eileen Power, Tudor Economic Documents in 3 
Volumes (London: Longman-Green Co., 1953)» Volume II.
^^Ibid.
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and it being impossible to check or examine or trace these 
collections by the print of any footsteps they leave (such as 
the hearths of chimneys are) that I have not patience to 
speak more against it: daring rather conclude without more
ado, in the words of our comick to be naught year, exceeding 
naught, very abominable, and not good.l?
Later, however, Petty expressed the opinion that "assessments 
upon personal estates, if given in as elsewhere upon oath, would bring
18that branch which of itself is most dark to a sufficient clearness."
The early history of the property tax revealed that as soon as 
direct taxation became common it evolved into the more easily adminis­
tered land tax. This land tax then developed into a general property 
tax based on ability to pay. As soon as the bulk of property became 
conçlex the various kinds of personalty escaped, until finally the gen­
eral property tax completed the cycle and reverted to its original form 
of the real property tax. The general property tax as the chief source 
of revenue has been largely impossible in any coiiçlex social arrange­
ment. The fact remains, however, that the property tax has been in 
existence for many centuries.
Evolution of the General Property Tax 
in the United States
During the Colonial period and the early years of the Republic, 
the property tax was a selective tax, inçosed only on certain classes 
of property with a variety of valuations and tax rates for the different 




that all property, unless exempt, must be included as a part of the tax
' gbase and taxed uniformly within each jurisdiction." By the time of 
the Civil War, the property tax had come into use in most states.
Even under its general label, the property tax was not applied 
to all property. The states exempted their own property and that of 
the counties, but with certain limited exceptions. Federal property 
has not been taxed by the state and local governments. Large classes 
of private property traditionally have been exempted. These include the 
property of educational, charitable, and religious institutions.
As in the case of Europe, difficulty of administering the all- 
inclusive general property tax brought transition to less uniformity 
and less universality, though the change was retarded in some states 
by constitutional restrictions. According to Bird, "Two general pro­
cedures have been followed in narrowing the scope of the general'"
property tax— differential treatment of various classes of property
20and total or partial exemption of some classes of property."
Differential treatment has been gaining in some states by means 
of classifications under which the level of taxation in each area 
varied for different types of property. This variation has been accom­
plished in two ways; by variance in the tax rate for different classes 
of property, or by the use of a uniform rate with the requirement that
the taxable valuations for different classes of property be set at vary-
21ing percentages of value.
19Frederick Lucien Bird, The General Property Tax: Findings of





Most states have developed differential treatment of property
by removing some classes of property from the rolls, and making them
subject to special taxes under rates that were determined by state law
rather than by the general property tax rates.
The other method of reducing the general property tax has been
through full or partial exemptions from taxation of some types of
property, either by law or by administrative practices that are in
direct violation of existing tax laws. Over the years, states extended
exemptions to kinds of property that invited evasion, or seemed better
suited to other types of taxation. As of 1957, nineteen states exempted
all or nearly all intangibles from both general and special property
taxation. As Bird indicated;
The present day scope of the general property tax ranges 
legally from broad coverage of real property and tangible and 
intangible personal property in a few states, such as Illinois, 
to exemption in all classes except real property in Delaware,
New York, and Pennsylvania.^2
The oldest taxes in the State of Texas were the poll tax and
the property tax. Both came into being in the Republic in 1836. The
property tax was the main support for the state from that period until
23the twenties when it gave way to other forms of taxation. Although 
the dependence upon property taxation had diminished to 12 per cent of 
state revenues in 1946, the tax was still a contributor to revenues.
In 1962, the property tax accounted for about 5 per cent of all tax 
revenues of the state government.
Z^Ibid.
^^Lynn F. Anderson, The State Property Tax in Texas (Austin, 
Texas: The University of Texas, Bureau of Municipal Research, 1948),
p • 1 #
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In the 254 counties in the state, there are 1,766 overlapping
24-assessment districts which annually levy the state property tax.
Over the years, the number of these units increased. In 1930 these 
units gathered $82 million in revenue. The depression diminished 
revenues, but after the war property tax revenues rose rapidly— as in 
1951 when the revenues were some $330 million. Currently, the prop­
erty tax revenues amount to some $355 million among the assessment 
districts in the state.
In Fort Worth, one of the home rule cities where taxation of 
property is permissible, the ad valorem tax has been the primary source 
of revenues. In 1925» the ad valorem taxes provided 81 per cent of 
the city's operating revenues whereas in 1938, these taxes supplied 
90 per cent of the revenues.The tax rate in 1925 was $2.54 per 
$100 assessed values based on a 55 per cent ratio whereas in 1938, the 
rate was $2.85 per $100 valuation and was based on a 66 2 /3 per cent 
ratio of estimated values. In 1962, the property tax represented 45 
per cent of the city's operating revenues (at the rate of $3.19 per 
$100 valuation based on a 55 per cent ratio of assessed values).
The Importance of the Property Tax
The property tax has been the largest source of revenue for 
local governments throughout the United States. In I96O the tax
24State of Texas, Local Government; Part 1. Setting and Primary 
Income Sources (Austin, Texas : Texas Legislative Council, 1952), p. 80.
^Stuart A. MacCorkle, An Analysis of Ad Valorem Property Tax 
Bases in Fort Worth (Austin, Texas: The University of Texas Press, 1941),
p. 1.
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accounted for a total of $16 billion to local governments; in the United 
States this amount represented 8? per cent of all tax revenues gained 
by municipalities (Table l). The tax has been rising, not as a percent­
age of revenues but in absolute amounts. It was suggested by the
Census Bureau that about two-thirds of this increase was due to reassess-
26ment programs. A good deal of this increased valuation came about as
27a result of expanded new construction. The property tax has provided 
an even revenue for local governments in most years other than depres- 
sionary years.
The relative decline nationally of the property tax has been 
explained by Ward Macy as a result of;
1. The expansion of financial activities by the federal gov­
ernment supported by net income taxes.
2. The trend among states to rely heavily upon consumption
taxes and to a lesser degree to depend upon income taxes 
as sources of revenue, with a gradual abandonment of 
property taxes for state purposes,
3 . The use of sales and income taxes at the local level.
4. The significant growth of state and federal aid for local
governments particularly state aids for schools.̂ -
In other words, although declining relatively, the property tax
has been second to the income tax as a producer of revenues for all
government units.
2 AU. s. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Property 
Tax Assessments in the United States (Washington: Government Printing 
Office, 1962), p. 1.
Z^Ibid.
28C. Ward Macy, "The Theory and Practice of Central Assessment," 
Proceedings of the Forty-Ninth Annual Conference on Taxation (Sacramento: 
National Tax Association, 1957)» p. 502.
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TABLE 1
PROPERTY TAX REVENUES FOR STATE 
ANNUALLY, 1952-
AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS 
-1960
Per Cent of
Amount all Tax Revenues
State and Local State and Local
Fiscal Local Governments Local Governments
Year Governments Only Governments Only
(Millions of Dollars)
1952 8,652 8,232 44.8 87.5
1953 9,375 9,010 44.8 87.0
1954 9,967 9,577 45.2 87.2
1955 10,735 10,323 45.7 86.9
1956 11,749 11,282 44.6 87.8
1957 12,864 12,385 44.6 87.7
1958 14,04? 13,514 46.2 87.4
1959 14,983 14,417 46.3 87.2
I960 16,405 15,798 45.4 87.4
Source: U. S. Bureau of the Census, Property Tax Assessments
in the United States, Preliminary Report Number 4, GC-P4 (Washington: 
Government Printing Office, 1962).
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In i960, the property tax still accounted for 45 per cent of 
the combined tax revenues of state and local governments (Table 2).
This proportion was lower than the 49 per cent in the first post-war 
year, 1946, and much lower than the 78 per cent in 192? when the yield 
of the property tax was approaching its predepression peak.
The property tax has become unimportant as a source of revenue 
for most states. On the other hand, for local governments the property 
tax has been the dominant source of tax revenue.
The Use of the Property Tax
A review by Bird of variations among the states in the use of
property tax in 1957 disclosed a wide variation of policy as to the
role that the property tax occupied in the state-local tax structure.
Revenues ranged from 70 per cent to 20 per cent of total tax revenue 
29among the states.
According to Bird, the total of property tax revenues in the 
continental United States in 1957 amounted to $75 per capita. This 
measure of the use of the tax, applied to the states, ranged from $122
30to $20, with Rhode Island in the median position at $76.
Massachusetts' property tax revenues of $122 per capita were 
six times the figure for lowest ranking Alabama. New Jersey and Cali­
fornia followed with $113, and New York and Montana with $110 and $109, 
respectively. Connecticut and Kansas, at $102, were the only other 
states with property tax revenues of $100 or more per capita.




STATE AND LOCAL REVENUE FROM ALL TAXES AND FROM PROPERTY TAXES, AND 
PROPERTY TAXES AS A PER CENT OF TOTAL TAX REVENUE, CONTINENTAL 





Revenue Local Tax Revenue
Property Taxes 
as a Per Cent 
of Total Tax 
Revenue
Total Property Taxes 
(billions of dollars)
Total Property Taxes 
(billions of dollars)
State Local
1927 6.1 4.7 4.5 4.4 23 .0 97.3
1934 5.9 4,1 3.9 3 .8 13.8 96.7
1940 7.8 4.4 4.5 4.2 7 .8 92.7
1946 10.1 5.0 5.2 4 .7 5 .0 91.9
1952 19.3 8.6 9.5 8 .3 3 .8 87.5
1954 22.0 10.0 11.0 9 .6 3 .5 87.2
1956 26.4 11.7 13.0 11.3 3 .5 86.8
1958 30.4 14.0 15.5 13.5 3 .0 87.4
1960 36.1 16.4 18.1 15.8 2.8 87.4
Source; U. S., Bureau of the Census, Property Tax Assessments 
in the United States, Preliminary Report Number 4, GC-P4 (Washington: 
Government Printing Office, 1962).
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Twenty-seven states and the District of Columbia fell into a 
middle group as to property taxes per capita. The range was from 
Wyoming with $98 per capita to the District of Columbia with $50 per 
capita.
For the fourteen remaining states, property tax revenues per
capita were between the $4? in Oklahoma and Alabama, with $20. In all
of these latter states, the property tax held a relatively minor
31position in the state-local tax structure.
Relation of Property Tax Revenue and 
Personal Income
To indicate a measure of the comparative property tax burden, 
a comparison of the relation of property tax revenue to personal 
income was made (Table 3)* Property tax revenue in the continental 
United States in 1957 amounted to $37*26 per $1,000 of personal income. 
The rank among the states, however, was from $61.60 in North Dakota 
to $11.73 in Delaware. High taxes per capita lose some of their bur­
den in states with relatively high personal incomes per capita.
The policy in some states of relegating property taxes to a 
secondary position in the state-local revenue structure was shown in 
the relation of property tax revenues to personal income. The low 
relationship of property tax income to personal income was found in 
most of the states in the lower range of per capita income.
The gross assessed value in the continental United States, as 




PROPERTY TAX REVENUE PER $1,000 OF PERSONAL INCOME 
FOR THE 48 STATES AND DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 1957
State
Property Tax Revenue 
Per $1,000 of 
Personal Income State
Property Tax Revenue 
Per $1,000 of 
Personal Income
North Dakota $61.60 Iowa $47.30
South Dakota 61.02 Vermont 46.60
Montana 58.17 New Jersey 45.02
Kansas 56.01 Maine 44.86
Nebraska 53.31 California 44.51
Massachusetts 51.95 Oregon 43.81
New Hampshire 51.34 New York 43.35
Minnesota 50.55 Arizona 42.70
Wisconsin 49.49 Utah 41.55
Wyoming 48.40 Michigan 38.56
Idaho 48.28 Indiana 38.50
Colorado 47.80 Rhode Island 38.23
Connecticut 36.38 Illinois 37.99
Texas 35.51 District of Columbia 25.26
Nevada 33.61 Georgia 25.20
Ohio 32.48 Tennessee 24.38
Mississippi 30.78 Virginia 24.23
Maryland 31.41 Arkansas 23.22
Florida 31.40 North Carolina 22.76
Missouri 29.76 Louisiana 22.59
Oklahoma 28.54 New Mexico 21.41
Kentucky 28.28 South Carolina 20.23
Washington 26.27 West Virginia 18.19
Pennsylvania 25.42 Alabama 15.50
Delaware 11.73
Source; Frederick Lucien Bird, The General Property Tax: Find­
ings of the 1957 Census of Governments (Chicago: Public Administration
Service, I960), p. 9.
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totaled $355*7 billion (Table 4). This total included $27*8 billion 
assessed by state agencies and $327*9 billion assessed locally in the 
nation's "Wiousands of assessing districts. The gross figure of $355*7 
billion represented the total of officially reported assessed valua­
tions of the 30 states and the District of Columbia. It did not include 
properties wholly exempted from property taxation, nor did it include 
kinds of property subject to special forms of property taxation. The 
general property tax had become mainly a real property tax as was 
evident by the fact that locally assessed real property alone consti­
tuted more than three-fourths of the total, or $271.3 billion.
The total of officially assessed values represented only a 
fraction of the then current market value of all taxable property, 
because of the practice of assessing property for tax purposes at less 
than full value. Disparity between assessed value and full market 
value was indicated by the fact that the 1956 assessed valuation of 
locally assessed real property in the United States was only $1,200 per 
capita and that of locally assessed personal property was only $280 
per capita.
The 1957 Census of Governments conducted a nationwide survey of 
the relation of assessed values to sale prices of locally assessed real 
property sold in a six-month period in 1956. This study made an esti­
mate of value possible of all locally assessed real property for that 
year. The survey indicated a level of about JO per cent of sale price 
for the national average.
3^
TABLE 4
AMOUNT OF NET ASSESSED VALUATION OF TAXABLE PROPERTY,
CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES, 1961, BY MAJOR CLASSES
Class of Property
Amount 
(Billions of Dollars) Per Cent
State-assessed value, total 27.8 7.8
Railroads
Other public utilities














ASSESSED VALUE SUBJECT TO TAXATION, TOTAL 355.7 100.0
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Taxable Property Values in
the United States, 1962 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1962),
GC-P4.
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The Pattern of Development of Fort Worth
The development of the City of Fort Worth covered roughly the 
last one hundred years. The character of that development was one of 
gradual diversification of economic activity over time.
The origin of the city lay in the establishment of a military 
outpost to protect settlers moving west during the I8$0's. The build­
ings constructed for the Fort were inhabited by nearby settlers when
the military moved farther west, and by i860 about two hundred persons
32lived around the present City of Fort Worth. Fort Worth remained a
frontier community until it was incorporated in 1873.
As early as I856 there were regular stage coach routes through
the community; and as early as I858, the leading citizens of the city
desired their community to have a railroad. This desire was interrupted
by the Civil War but by 1873j track was laid to within 24 miles of the 
33town. Another setback occurred in the Panic of 1873 when the national 
disturbance had repercussions in Fort Worth. The population of the com­
munity dropped from 3,000 to about 600 during that year.^^ It was not 
until three years later that the Texas and Pacific Railroad built a 
terminus at Fort Worth.
During the time that Fort Worth developed its interest in rail­
roading, the city was designated the county seat of Tarrant County. The 
naming of Fort Worth as county seat was determined by a local election
^^Robert H. Talbert, Cowtown Metropolis (Fort Worth, Texas;




under an act of the state legislature. By a slim majority of votes, 
Fort Worth became the county seat. Success came partially from the 
bountiful supply of "free whiskey" which the citizens provided county 
residents. The competing community, Birdville, lost in the election
35because the citizens of Fort Worth stole its cache of "free whiskey."
With the establishment of the county seat and the railroad 
came additional impetus to growth of the community. The decade of the 
I860's saw the city become a stopping place for cattle drives during 
the thriving years of the range cattle industry. After 1870, the city 
became the center of supply for the West Texas cattle industry.
The next major phase in the economic development of the com­
munity came with the establishment of the meat packing industry in the 
city. Swift and Armour both were looking for cities in Texas in which
to establish packing houses and Fort Worth's citizens paid a bonus to
37the two companies of $100,000. By 1905» Fort Worth was firmly estab­
lished as the leading meat packing city in the Southwest.
Growth between the various stages was sometimes slow for the 
community and population grew in spurts. Population figures for 1900 
indicated that the community had 26,000 persons but by 1910 the popula­
tion had jumped to 73,000.^^ After 1910, a further stimulation to 
growth came with the development of the West Texas oil fields. Refin­






and were important in the growth of population and the diversification
of the city's economic base.
Partially due to the oil industry, Fort Worth prospered during
the twenties and claimed to be the leading oil pipe line center in the
United States with West Texas oil coming to the.Fort Worth refineries.
Aside from the oil and the growth of meat packing houses, a third major
element entered into the economic picture in the form of milling of
39flour and feed products.
The next period of major development came to the community in
1942 with the establishment of Carswell Air Force Base and the
40Consolidated-Vultee Convair plant. During the forties and fifties, 
aircraft became the major industry of the community. From 1940 to 
1950» the population of the city grew from 177,000 to 278,000.
Diversification continued with the location of the General 
Motors plant in Arlington and the recent acquisition of the Carling 
Brewery. Over the recent span of time. Fort Worth has become increas­
ingly industrialized and diversified.
(■I33ie Present Population and Economy of 
Fort Worth
Fort Worth saw a tremendous growth in population in recent years. 
As a metropolitan area, the population of Fort Worth increased 28 per 
cent during the 1950 to I960 decade and the area surrounding the older 
center of the city declined in population by about 40 per cent for the
39lbid., p. 38 
40Ibid., p. 41.
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iiisame period. The bulk of the growth took place in the urban areas 
which were annexed and built during the decade of the fifties. Many 
middle income families moved out of the central core of the city. The 
growth rate in the suburbs of Fort Worth was the third highest oi the 
four principal cities in Texas (Table 5)“
42In 1961 the median family income was $5,7^2 before taxes.
Percentages of the distribution of income within the community show
that 18 .5 per cent of the families earned under $3,000 a year in income
while 14.3 per cent of the families earned $10,000 a year or more. Low
income figures were further illustrated when it was noted that 11.5
43per cent of the population in the community is nonwhite. There were 
356,268 citizens in the community as of 196O. Within this group were 
132,308 families.
In i960, the labor force of the community included 196,777 per-
44sons, of Wiom 66.7 per cent were male. The bulk of the citizens 
worked in manufacturing, 3^,329 in durable goods, and 15,907 in non-
45durable goods. The second category in size was the wholesale and
46retail trades category which enployed 39,634. Education as an occu­
pational class ran slightly larger than the combined group of finance,
41Robert H. Talbert, "The Fort Worth Central Business District," 
Fort Worth Business Review, Vol. 10, No. 6 (November, I96I), p. 6.
42U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, County 







INCREASES OF POPULATION IN THE AREAS WITHIN THE COUNTY AND 
OUTSIDE THE CENTRAL CITY FOR FOUR TEXAS CITIES, 






Increase in number outside 
central city, 1950-1960 99,752 91,506 103,401 7,415
Per cent change: 
County 49.1 54.8 54.1 37.3
Outside central city 120.9 50.7 51.3 8.1
Source; U.S. Bureau of the Census, U. S. Census of Population, 
Number of Inhabitants - Texas, November, I96I, p. 6.
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insurance and real estate, while public administration was slightly
higher than the preceding two. In all, 50 per cent of all the jobs in
the community were white collar jobs.
Nonagricultural unemployment within the community in I96I ran
close to national figures of around 4 per cent, while another indicator,
bank debits, was about 110 per cent of the 1957 level. Other economic
indicators tended to show a flattening out over the past five years in
47the economic level of the city.
The community for many years has been a wholesale trade center 
for a large portion of West Texas, but the growth of cities further 
west indicated that this was not a continuing situation. One possible 
hope for the future of the city has been the Trinity Canal which would 
open a waterway from Fort Worth to the Gulf. The only problem is that 
it is a long run program. In the meantime, the economy of the community 
had a lift in the awarding of the TFX fighter plane contract to General 
Dynamics in Fort Worth.
The Government of the City
The government of the community has been based on a city manager 
system and a city council of nine persons elected at large. In 1961, 
the annual salary for the City Manager was $22,500 and for the council- 
men, $520 per year.
The total revenue to the city in 196I was $31 million (Table 6). 
The large sources of revenues to the city came in the form of general 
revenues. Of the $31 million in revenue to the city, property taxation
47Fort Worth Business Review, Vol. 10, No. 6 (November, I96I).
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TABLE 6
REVENUES FOR THE CITY OF FORT WORTH, TEXAS, FOR THE FISCAL YEAR








Sales & Receipts 0.8
Other Tax and License 0.5
Intergovernment Revenue 0.4
From State Government 0.02












Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Compendium of Local Finance.
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in 1961 accounted for $14 million in revenues. This figure for I96I 
represented that proportion of taxation which fell on property within 
the city.
For 1962, the assessed value of all of this property was $908 
million, of which $693 million was real property. Property assessed 
values for that year compared to $499 million for 1957 and $344 million 
for 1952. It could be expected that this valuation of real property 
would continue to increase because the reappraisal program in the city 
begun in 196I reported the assessed value at 100 per cent of what they 
estimated market value to be rather than the 55 per cent of market 
value reported in earlier years. Of the 145,000 properties in the 
community, about two-thirds were residential housing; the remaining 
one-third was distributed among commercial, industrial, and a large 
number of other properties which included churches, public property, 
etc.
Housing in Fort Worth
The Census of Housing for I960 indicated that there were 
170,000 housing units in the city. The term unit refers to a unit of 
housing whether it be a single house or an apartment. Of the 170,000 
units in the community, 144,000 or 85 per cent were judged to be sound. 
Units which were considered deteriorating numbered 19,000, or 11 per 
cent of the total. Dilapidated housing units made up 3«7 per cent of 
the total, or 6,000, Among the housing units, about 3,000 did not
48U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of 
Housing (Washington; Government Printing Office, I962), pp. 45-46.
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49have facilities for bathing and 1,400 had no toilet.
In the i960 Census of Housing, owner occupants were asked to 
place a value on their homes if they were placed on the market. If 
they were already on sale, the owner was asked to give the asking 
price (Table 7). Sixty-four per cent of the residential properties 
were valued at less than $10,000. This figure, of course, referred to 
owner occupied housing. At the other end of the distribution, 6.5 per 
cent of the homes were valued at greater than $20,000. The median 
value of these properties was $9,000.
Units which were not owner occupied numbered 46,933.^^ Among 
this group, the median rent was $66 per month. Further information 
from the census indicated that 12,415 units were vacant on the average 
the year round, representing a vacancy rate of 7.4 per cent of the total 
housing units.
^̂ Ibid.
^^County City Data Book, p. 459.
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TABLE 7
VALUE OF OWNER OCCUPIED HOUSING FOR 69,335 UNITS 
IN THE CITY OF FORT WORTH, TEXAS, IN I960
Value Number of Properties Per Cent
Less than $5,000 11,344 16.4
$ 5,000 - 7,499 17,112 24.7
7,500 - 9,999 15,734 22.7
10,000 - 12,499 8,625 12.4
12,500 - 14,999 5,602 8.1
15,000 - 17,499 4,041 5 .8
17,500 - 19,999 2,319 3 .4
20,000 - 24,999 1,907 2.8
25,000 - 34,999 1,604 2 .3
35,000 or more 984 1.4
Total 69,335 100.0
Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, Census of Population,
I960, States and Small Areas, Final Report (Washington: Government 
Printing Office, 1963), Table 17, pp. 45-81.
CHAPTER III
DESCRIPTION AND MEASUREMENT OF THE BASIC CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE SAMPLE DATA
The basic characteristics of properties in the sample are quite 
complex. In order to grasp the analysis presented in this and succeed­
ing chapters, these characteristics will be described. The first 
portion of this chapter covers the composition of the sale prices of 
the properties while the second portion describes the assessment data. 
The last two segments of the chapter are analytical in nature.
The Composition of the Sales
Seventy-seven per cent of all properties in the sample of 660 
sold for between $5,000 to $20,000 (Table 8). Forty per cent of the 
properties sold for $10,000 or less, whereas 6? per cent of the proper­
ties sold for less than $15,000. Most of the properties sold for prices 
below the arithmetic mean.^
^Computed from ungrouped data, the mean of the sale prices for 
these properties was $14,784. Although the ten most highly priced 
properties represented only 1.4 per cent of the sample, the mean was 
biased by the price of these properties.
The median of the sale prices was $14,000, whereas the mode had 
a value of $7,500* The discrepancy among the mean, median, and mode 
(all from ungrouped data) bear some identification; the median compared 
favorably with the arithmetic mean of the sales prices, whereas the 
mode fell far below either of the other two figures. Although $7,500 




SALE PRICES OF 660 RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES 






$ 0 5,000 43 6.5 6.5
5,001 - 10,000 225 34.1 40.6
10,001 - 15,000 175 26.5 67.1
15,001 - 20,000 110 16.7 83.8
20,001 25,000 36 5.4 89.2
25,001 - 30,000 29 4.4 93.6
30,001 - 40,000 22 3.3 96.9
40,001 - 60,000 10 1.5 98 .4
60,001 80,000 2 0.3 98.7
80,001 - 100,000 5 0.8 99.5
100,001 & above 3 0.5 100.0
Total 660 100.0
Source; Compiled from sample data.
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When considered separately, the largest number of houses sold 
for prices between $5,000 and $20,000 (Table 9)« Eighty-two per cent 
of the houses in the sample fell into this range. There were no houses 
which sold for more than $60,000.
When commercial properties were separated from the total, 53 per 
cent sold within the $5,000 to $20,000 price range (Table 10). A wider 
variation was present in sale prices of commercial properties than in 
sale prices of the residential properties. This variation was demon­
strated by the number of commercial properties with prices above $20,000 
(32 per cent of the 110 commercial properties).
Sales among Brokers
The smallest number of sales by a single broker was one and the 
largest number was 52 (Table ll). The name of the broker was not 
available in the case of I30 properties. These were either private 
sales of residential property or sales of commercial properties which 
were made without the use of a real estate broker. Of the brokers 
listed by number, 53 were members of the Multiple Listing Service, and
usually priced in even amounts. The largest number of houses with 
similar sales prices fell at the $7,500 point, but the price levels of 
$8 ,750, $10,000, $13,000, and $14,000 had large clusters in the order 
stated. Therefore, the mode, though technically accurate, was not a 
descriptive measure of central tendency.
When the arithmetic mean was computed for all properties, except 
the high extremes, the result was $13,674. Thus the influence of the 
extremes was noted.
Positive skewness was in evidence in the sample. In computing 
the coefficient of skewness, the result was 0.42. The standard devia­
tion of sales prices had a value of $5,54-9, but the extreme values so 
exaggerated the standard deviation that it was not considered descriptive 
enough to use. Use of the cumulative tables served the purpose of 
revealing relative percentages among groups.
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TABLE 9
SALE PRICES OF 550 RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES 
IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 1958-1963
Sale Price Number of Properties Per Cent
$ 0 5,000 27 4.9
5,001 - 10,000 196 35.6
10,001 - 15,000 157 28.6
15,001 - 20,000 98 17.8
20,001 25,000 29 5.3
25,001 - 30,000 24 4.4
30,001 - 40,000 15 2.7
40,001 - 60,000 4 • 7
60,001 80,000 0 0
80,001 - 100,000 0 0
100,001 & above 0 0
Total 550 100.0
Source; Compiled from sample data.
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TABLE 10
SALE PRICES OF 110 COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES 
IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 1958-1963
Sale Price Number of Properties Per Cent
$ 0 5,000 16 14.5
5,000 - 10,000 29 26.4
10,001 - 15,000 18 16.4
15,001 - 20,000 12 10.9
20,001 25,000 7 6.4
25,001 - 30,000 5 4.5
30,001 - 40,000 7 6.4
40,001 - 60,000 6 5-5
60,001 80,000 2 1.8
80,001 - 100,000 5 4.5
100,001 & above 3 2.7
Total 110 100.0
Source; Compiled from sample data.
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TABLE
NUMBER OF SALES OF RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES 













1 9 1.3 32 5 0.7
2 3 0.4 33 3 0.4
3 1 0.1 34 3 0.4
4 12 1.8 35 3 0.4
5 33 5.0 36 18 2.7
6 11 1.6 37 3 0.4
7 43 6.5 38 5 0.7
8 9 1.3 39 6 0.9
9 27 4.0 40 2 0.3
10 1 0.1 41 22 3.3
11 3 0.4 42 2 0.3
12 4 0.6 43 5 0.7
13 0 0.0 44 47 7.1
14 7 1.0 45 5 5.7
15 7 1.0 46 3 0.4
16 7 1.0 47 7 1.0
17 20 3.0 48 1 0.1
18 13 1.9 49 1 0.1
19 3 0.4 50 2 0.3
20 12 1.8 5: 3 0.4
21 13 1.9 52 1 0.1
22 2 0.3 53 3 0.4
23 11 1.6 54 2 0.3
24 41 6.2 55 1 0.1
25 4 0.6 56 6 0.9
26 1 0.1 57 1 0.1
27 5 0.7 58 4 0.6
28 25 3.7 59 3 0.4
29 3 0.4 60 3 0.4
30 6 0.9 61 2 0.3
31 52 7.8 No Broker 130 19.6
Source: Compiled from sample data.
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all 6l were members of the Fort Worth Real Estate Board. Fifty-five
per cent of the real properties in the sample were sold by ten of these 
2brokers. Some of the firms were quite large. One, for example, 
employed 25 associate members.
Location of Properties Sold
Sales of properties were most active in certain additions 
(Table 12). The largest additions were distinguished by the number of 
properties sold in these additions. The sample revealed that Fort 
Worth was made up of a few very large additions and a great many addi­
tions that were as small as a single square block.
The largest number of commercial properties from a single 
addition came from the Old City addition (number 22), representing 5»9 
per cent of the total. The Old City addition was the original plan of 
the City of Fort Worth and the downtown section of the city.
The largest grouping of residential sales in a single addition 
was from the Western Hills addition, number 15̂ » where thirty-seven 
properties were sold representing 5-6 per cent of the total sample. 
Number 126, where thirty-six properties were sold, was the South Hills 
addition, a large addition in the southern section of Fort Worth. Con­
siderable sales activity also took place in the Westcliff addition 
(number I58). This addition was large and relatively new.
2With ten brokers in the community who sold such a large per­
centage of the properties, it was possible (assuming that the sample 
was representative) that brokers in Fort Worth could exert some control 
over prices of housing within the city. It was not known whether this 
actually took place in Fort Worth.
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TABLE 12
SALES OF 660 RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES IN 











Per Cent of 
Total Sales
1 1 0.1 41 1 0.1
2 19 2.8 42 1 0.1
3 4 0.6 43 0 0.0
4 1 0.1 44 9 1.3
5 1 0.1 45 10 1.5
6 2 0.3 46 1 0.1
7 1 0.1 47 0 0.0
8 12 1.8 48 1 0.1
9 1 0.1 49 3 0.4
10 8 1.2 50 4 0.6
11 12 1.8 51 4 0.6
12 1 0.1 52 1 0.1
13 1 0.1 53 1 0.1
14 1 0.1 54 4 0.6
15 1 0.1 55 3 0.4
16 0 0.0 56 0 0.0
17 2 0.3 57 2 0.3
18 0 0.0 58 0 0.0
19 2 0.3 59 1 0.1
20 1 0.1 60 1 0.1
21 1 0.1 61 1 0.1
22 39 5.9 62 4 0.6
23 5 0.7 63 1 0.1
24 3 0.4 64 5 0.7
25 3 0.4 65 4 0.6
26 0.1 66 3 0.4
27 1 0.1 67 1 0.1
28 3 0.4 68 1 0.1
29 4 0.6 69 0 0.0
30 0 0.0 70 0 0.0
31 9 1.3 71 0 0.0
32 1 0.1 72 1 0.1
33 1 0.1 73 9 1.3
34 3 0.4 74 1 0.1
35 3 0.4 75 5 0.7
36 0 0.0 76 5 0.7
37 1 0.1 77 1 0.1
38 0 0.0 78 2 0.3
39 1 0.1 79 1 0.1













Per Cent of 
Total Sales
81 0 0.0 121 0 0 .0
82 8 1.2 122 0 0.0
83 0 0.0 123 0 0.0
84 2 0.3 124 1 0.1
85 1 0.1 125 7 1.0
86 2 0.3 126 36 5 .4
87 1 0 .1 127 2 0.3
88 3 0.4 128 1 0.1
89 3 0 .4 129 1 0.1
90 5 0 .7 130 1 0.1
91 1 0.1 131 2 0.3
92 1 0 .1 132 1 0.1
93 5 0 .7 133 0 0.0
94 1 0.1 134 1 0.1
95 7 1.0 135 9 1.3
96 1 0.1 136 4 0.6
97 20 3.0 137 8 1.2
98 14 2.0 138 2 0.3
99 3 0 .4 139 2 0.3
100 4 0 .6 140 1 0.1
101 1 0.1 141 0 0.1
102 1 0.1 142 2 0.3
103 3 0.4 143 2 0 .3
104 0 0.0 144 1 0.1
105 5 0.7 145 0 0.0
106 3 0 .4 146 1 0.1
107 9 1.3 . 147 --4 ' 0.6
108 6 0 .9 148 1 0.1
109 10 1.5 149 2 0.3110 1 0.1 150 1 0.1
111 1 0.1 151 1 0.1
112 0 0.0 152 1 0.1
113 1 0.1 153 2 0.3114 6 0 .9 154 37 5 .6
115 3 0.4 155 1 0.1
116 2 0.3 156 5 0.7
117 2 0.3 157 2 0 .3
118 0 0.0 158 28 4.2
119 2 0.3 159 6 0.9













Per Cent of 
Total Sales
I6l 0 0,0 181 7 1.0
162 2 0.3 182 0 0.0
163 2 0.3 183 0 0.0
164 2 0.3 184 1 0.1
165 2 0.3 185 1 0.1
l66 5 0.7 186 1 0.1
167 1 0.1 187 0 0.0
168 1 0.1 188 1 0.1
169 0 0.0 189 1 0.1
170 2 0.3 190 2 0.3
171 0 0.0 191 3 0.4
172 3 0.4 192 3 0.4
173 1 0.1 193 3 0.4
174 1 0.1 194 2 0.3
175 1 0.1 195 1 0.1
176 0 0.1 196 1 0.1
177 0 0.0 197 1 0.1
178 0 0.0 198 2 0.1
179 0.1 Unknowi 28 4.2
180 0 0.0
Source: Compiled from sample data.
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The statistical dot map illustrated how the satiple of sales was 
dispersed over the entire city (Figure II). Where density occurred, as 
in the case of the center of town, it represented a large number of 
commercial sales. In the southwestern section of the city a large 
number of sales were attributed to new residential building.
Physical Description of the Properties
Most of the structures in the sample were wooden frame buildings ; 
these represented 75 per cent of the total sample (Table 13)« Some of 
the ^95 wooden structures had a veneer of brick. The basic structure, 
nevertheless, was wood. Masonry buildings numbered 19 per cent of the 
total, whereas concrete buildings represented 0.7 per cent of the sample. 
Steel buildings were infrequent among the residential and commercial 
structures. The type of construction of thirty-two of the structures 
was not readily determined, indicating the existence of a vacant lot or 
that the information was not ascertainable from the tax card in the 
city assessor's office.
The tax office judged of the properties (68 per cent) to be 
in good condition (Table 14). Fifty-three of the buildings were in fair 
condition. Properties in poor condition numbered ninety-six, whereas 
thirty-two buildings were in obsolete condition. The condition of 
twenty-eight of the properties was not indicated on the tax card.
Forty-one of the commercial properties were in good condition, 
representing 37 per cent of the total 110; on the other hand, seventeen 
of "the properties were in fair condition (Table 15). Of primary iitçior- 
tance was the fact that 39 per cent of the commercial properties were 
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THE LOCATION OF 660 RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES SOLD IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 1958-1963
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TABLE 13
TYPE OF STRUCTURE OF 660 RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES 
IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 1958-1963





Not reported 32 4.9
Total 660 100.0
Source: Compiled from sample data.
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TABLE 14
CONDITION OF STRUCTURES OF 660 RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL 
PROPERTIES IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 1958-1963





Not Reported 28 4.2
Total 660 100.0




OF STRUCTURES OF 110 




Condition Structures Per Cent Per Cent
Good 41 37.2 37.2
Fair 17 15.4 52.6
Poor 22 20.0 72.6
Obsolete 21 19.0 91.6
Not Reported 9 8.4 100.0
Total 110 100.0
Source; Compiled from sample data.
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Seventy-four per cent of the residential properties were in good 
condition (Table 16). Eight per cent were in fair condition while 15 
per cent were in poor or obsolete condition. Residential properties 
appeared to be in better condition than commercial properties.
The Age of Properties
While the commercial portion of the city was somewhat old, many 
of the residential areas were rather new (Table 1?). Nine per cent of 
all structures in the sample were built before 1920, but a large amount 
of building took place since 1940 (70 per cent of the properties in the 
sample). In driving around the city, it was obvious that many of the 
less expensive new houses were already in a blighted condition.
The decline of building during depression years may be reflected 
in the small number of structures built in the decade of the thirties.
In the array from which Table 17 was designed, there were no properties 
built in 1933 and 1934. Few properties appeared in the array for the
years 1944 and 1945, two war years. As of 1963, the latest boom in
construction in Fort Worth was during the decade of the fifties.
Over time, there has been a declining level of commercial build­
ing in the downtown area and an increasing level of residential con­
struction in other areas of the city. The index of building activity
compiled by the Texas Christian University Bureau of Business Research 
corresponded closely to the information in Table 17.
The index of building permits in the City of Fort Worth for 
1963 was based on the year 1957 which was a high year in building. 
Between 1957 and I963 the index of permits flattened out to an average 
of 30 per cent less than the base year amount. Fort Worth Business 
Review. Vol. 10, No. 6 (November, I961).
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TABLE 16
CONDITION OF STRUCTURES OF 550 RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES 
IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 1958-1963





Not Reported 13 2 .5
Total 550 100.0
Source: Compiled from sample data.
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TABLE 17
YEAR OF CONSTRUCTION OF IMPROVEMENTS FOR 660 RESIDENTIAL AND 
COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS
Year of Construction Number of Properties
1895 - 1899 4
1900 - 1909 30
1910 - 1919 25
1920 - 1929 74
1930 _ 1939 47
1940 - 1949 149
1950 - 1959 288
i 960 _ 1963 15
Unknown 28
Total 660
Source; City of Fort Worth, Texas Assessor's Office.
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The Composition of Assessments
The total valuation of the largest number of properties of a 
particular assessed value category fell in the $5,001 to $10,000 class 
(Table 18). Two hundred and twenty-eight properties of the 660 were 
valued within that range. Broadly, of the 660 properties, 89 per cent 
of them were valued at $20,000 or less; and 79 per cent of the proper­
ties had a tax valuation of $15,000 or less.
While 89 per cent of the properties were valued at less than 
$20,000, 84 per cent of the properties sold for prices of $20,000 or 
less. Comparable variation existed in each category throughout the 
distribution of total valuation and sale price (Figure III). Through­
out the distribution, total assessed valuation was usually less than
4comparable sale price.
The mean assessed value of these 660 residential and commercial 
properties was $11,424, whereas the mode resulted in a most frequent 
value of $3,080. The mode, though technically accurate, was so low that 
it was not really representative. The median was $8,320. The median 
value of owner-occupied homes was $9,000 in I960. (See page 43.) Just 
as in the case of the sales data, the mean was much affected by the 
extremes, although to a lesser degree relatively than the mean of the 
sales data. The location of the median and the location of the mode 
relative to the median indicated that skewness was in this instance 
quite in evidence again, skewed positively to the right.
When the coefficient of skewness was computed for the total 
assessed values, the result was 2.35, as compared with the sales data 
figure of 0.42. This indicated that there was more skewness in the 
assessment data than in the sales data. The standard deviation of the 
assessed values was computed as $3,606.
When the coefficients of variation for the sale prices and the 
assessed values were computed, the sale price coefficient was 37->5 per 
cent, whereas the coefficient of variation for total valuation was 31*6 
per cent. This difference indicated that there was relatively more 




TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF 660 RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES 
IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 1958-1963
Number of Cumulative
Value Properties Per Cent Per Cent
$ 0 - 1.5,000 194 29.4 2 9 .4
5,001 - 10,000 228 34.6 64.0
10,001 - 15,000 100 15.1 79.1
15,001 - 20,000 63 9.5 88.6
20,001 _ 25,000 23 3.5 92.1
25,001 - 30,000 22 3.3 9 5 .4
30,001 - 40,000 14 2.2 9 7 .6
40,001 & above 16 2.. 4 100.0
Total 660 100.0












SALE PRICE AND ASSESSED VALUE OF 660 RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL 








Sixty-seven per cent of the residential properties were valued 
at less than $10,000 (Table 19)- None were valued as high as $60,000.
Forty-eight per cent of the commercial properties were valued 
at less than $10,000 (Table 20). This fact confirmed the figure given 
for condition of commercial properties where 40 per cent were found to 
be in a poor or obsolete condition. Commercial properties in the 
sample included many small, older properties.
Correlation Analysis
Correlation analysis was performed on the data in a variety of 
series (Table 21). The Pearson Product Moment formula was used among 
the variables to determine the simple correlation coefficients existing 
between them.
The first series of correlations were computed to see if the 
appraising functions had any impact upon sale prices. The first such 
correlation was computed with the date appraised. The coefficient of 
correlation of 0.10 revealed that the date appraised had little impact 
upon price.^
Second, the sale price was correlated to the assessed value 
resulting in a coefficient of correlation of 0.93. The high correla­
tion suggested that the appraisers in the city tax office were doing a
^Other series were correlated which demonstrated little or no 
correlation. In the case of the correlation existing between the date 
appraised and zoning, the resulting coefficient was 0.01. No correla­
tion existed between these two factors. Another set of variables which 
displayed little correlation was the relation of date appraised and 
land value, which yielded a correlation coefficient of O.O9 .
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TABLE 19
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE, FOR TAX PURPOSES, OF 550 RESIDENTIAL 
PROPERTIES IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 1958-1963''
Value Number of Properties Per Cent
$ 0 5,000 158 28.7
5,001 - 7,500 75 13.6
7,501 - 10,000 134 24.4
10,001 - 15,000 87 15.8
15,001 - 20,000 51 9.3
20,001 25,000 21 3.8
25,001 - 30,000 16 2.9
30,001 - 40,000 5 .9
40,001 - 60,000 3 .6
60,001 & above 0 .0
Total 550 100.0
Source; Compiled from sample data.
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TABLE 20
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE, FOR TAX PURPOSES, OF 110 COMMERCIAL 
PROPERTIES IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 1958-1963
Value Number of Properties Per Cent
$ 0 - 5,000 33 30.0
5,001 - 7,500 12 10.9
7,501 - 10,000 8 7.3
10,001 - 15,000 15 13.6
15,001 - 20,000 12 10.9
20,001 - 25,000 2 1.8
25,001 - 30,000 6 5.5
30,001 - 40,000 9 8.2
40,001 _ 60,000 3 2 .7
60,001 & above 10 9.1
Total 110 100.0
Source; Compiled from sample data.
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TABLE 21
SIMPLE LINEAR CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF 660 RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL 
PROPERTIES IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 1958-196]
Variables Coefficients of Correlation
Sale Price to Date Appraised R(i, 2) = .103796
Sale Price to Appraised Value R(l, 3) = .934631
Sale Price to Land Value R(l, = .881645
Sale Price to Improvements Value R(l, 5) = .798595
Sale Price to Zoning R(l, 6) = .393420
Sale Price to Class R(l, 7) = .603534
Date Appraised to Appraised Value R(2, 3) = .111336
Date Appraised to Land Value R(2, 4) = .091937
Date Appraised to Improvements Value R(2, 5) = .117073
Date Appraised to Zoning R(2, 6) = .006242
Date Appraised to Class R(2, 7) = .111-504
Appraised Value to Land Value R(3, 4) = .947547
Appraised Value to Improvements Value R(3, 5) = .846998
Appraised Value to Zoning R(3, 6) = .427001
Appraised Value to Class R(3, 7) = .605108
Land Value to Improvement Value R(4, 5) = .632700
Land Value to Zoning R(4, 6) = .511278
Land Value to Class R(4, 7) = .643600
Improvements Value to Zoning R(5, 6) = .184508
Improvements Value to Class R(5, 7) = .396150
Zoning to Class R(6, 7) = .756827
Source: Computed from sample data.
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competent job. The correlation also revealed.that the sale price was 
significant as a value determining characteristic. Further, it was 
mentioned previously that the price of housing could be somewhat sta­
bilized by the real estate brokers in the community. This correlation 
reflected the idea that price was both a determining factor in some cases 
and in a few cases price was determined by the valuations of the assessor. 
Since it was known that brokers refer to tax data (and so for that mat­
ter do the real estate appraisers for mortgage bankers), it was logical 
to assume that correlation in this instance could work both ways. There­
fore, this correlation suggested a double-edged sword in which the 
assessor set values on properties which were in part based on prices 
set by brokers. In other words, price could be in part determined by 
the assessor's valuation.
Another significant variable of price was land value. The 
value of land correlated highly with sale price (0.88), suggesting that 
land values tended to influence sale prices. The reverse was true and 
likely more significant. Sale prices of land influenced land values.
Sale price was significantly influenced by both improvement 
values and by the structural class of the building or residence. The 
structural class referred to the size and quality of the structure.
Zoning apparently had little impact upon the sale price of properties 
but the coefficient (0.39) was large enough to suggest some influence.
The next variable treated with correlation analysis was the 
appraised value of properties. Important factors here included the 
land valuation (0.9^) and the improvement valuation (0.8$). Important, 
but not highly significant, were the variables of zoning and the size
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and quality of the structures. These coefficients were 0.^3 and 0.60, 
respectively. The size and quality of structures were noted in the 
structural classifications used by the city assessor to typify various 
structures. Residential houses, for example, ranged from a "one," 
which was a very cheaply constructed small house, to an "eight," which 
was an excellently constructed house of large size. These classifica­
tions, which will be explained in detail in the chapter on human 
judgment, correlated only moderately with the total appraised values.
The assessed value was primarily a function of improvement value and 
land value.
The most important variable acting on the assessed value was 
the price of properties. The coefficient of 0.93 was one of the high­
est of all correlations made. It revealed rather clearly that assessed 
values on the average were very close to sale price.
To break down assessed value further, correlations were per­
formed on land values and improvement values. Land value was correlated 
with price, zoning, structural class, and improvement value. The only 
highly significant factor relating to the assessed value of land was 
the price of land with a coefficient of 0.88. Some degree of correla­
tion existed between land value and the improvement value (O.63). The 
net result was low enough to suggest that high and low valued land may 
contain high or low valued improvements. The other factors measured had 
some impact on land value but price was the most significant variable.
The coefficient of improvement value and price was 0.80. 
Correlation was not as high as land value and sale price. The next
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factor of importance to the improvement value was that of structural 
classification with a coefficient of correlation of 0.40. There was 
some correlation between these two variables.
Finally, the coefficient of correlation was measured relating 
zoning and structural classification. The coefficient of correlation 
was 0.76, and suggested that zoning as it advanced from "one," which 
was single family, to "seven" which was heavy industrial, corresponded 
closely to structural classifications in both residential and commer­
cial properties.^ Commercial properties tended to be of higher quality 
than residences.
Average Deviation Measures
Average deviations were computed in order to determine the 
amount of dispersion. The average deviation of the residential proper­
ties was $4,400. Properties* assessed values deviated from their sale 
prices by that amount. The average deviation figures were computed on 
the basis of absolute variation of assessed values from their sale 
prices. The average deviations did not match the assessment ratios 
because the assessment ratios were computed in such a manner that posi­
tive variations offset negative variations. The average deviation of 
residential sale prices from their mean was 32.5 per cent of the mean 
of $13,521. The average deviation for commercial properties was $7,352. 
In percentage terms this was a 29.1 per cent variation from the mean
^Class: (1) One family dwelling, (2) Two family dwelling, (3)
Apartments, (4) Commercial, Services, (5) Commercial, (6) Light Indus­
trial, (7 ) Heavy Industrial.
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price of commercial properties of $25,106. There was relatively more 
variation in the sale prices and assessed values of residential proper­
ties than of commercial properties.
Average deviations were computed for properties according to 
various sale classes (Table 22). As the price of properties increased 
from the lowest class to the $35,001 to $40,000 class, the relative 
variation within the categories diminished. The reason for the varia­
tion in lower categories was due to the large number of older properties. 
In the middle ranges ($15,000 to $35,000) there was a closer proximity 
of sale price to assessed value. This closeness was due to the fact 
that in middle ranges of sale price, properties were more similar to 
each other than at the extremes. Residential tract houses were an 
example of this. Above $40,000 the variation decreased because of the 
large number of older commercial buildings in these groups.
Summary
The distribution of sale prices for the 660 properties was skewed 
positively, with a large number of properties valued below the mean 
figure of $14,784. The distribution of assessed values of the 660 prop­
erties was more positively skewed than the distribution of sale prices. 
There was relatively more variation present in the sale prices than in 
the assessed values. Eighty-four per cent of the properties in the 
sample sold for less than $20,000, while 88 per cent were assessed for 
less than $20,000, suggesting that most properties were under assessed.
No one broker sold more than fifty-two of the properties in the 




AVERAGE DEVIATION OF ASSESSED VALUES FROM PRICE BY LEVELS OF 
SALE PRICE OF 660 RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES 




Class Mean of 
Selling Price
Average Deviation 
as a Per Cent 
of Mean of Class
$ 0 - 5,000 $ 2,030 $ 3,610 56.2
5,001 - 10,000 3,252 7,772 41.8
10,001 - 15,000 4,317 12,782 33.8
15,001 - 20,000 5,314 17,382 30.6
20,001 - 25,000 6,517 22,979 28.4
25,001 - 30,000 6,853 27,714 24.7
30,001 - 35,000 7,566 33,341 22.7
35,001 - 40,000 13,449 37,925 35.5
40,001 - 50,000 11,736 45,608 25.7
50,001 - 60,000 18,702 57,500 32.5
60,001 & above 28,041 122,364 22.9
Source; Computed from sample data.
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Most structures in the sample were built after 1940 and were of 
frame construction. Thirty-nine per cent of the commercial properties 
in the sample were in poor or obsolete condition, while 74 per cent of 
the residential properties were in good condition.
Correlations revealed the most significant relationships lead­
ing to final assessed value. Most significant was the sale price of 
properties. The value of land was closely related to sale price of 
land. The improvement valuation was also influenced by sale price, but 
not to such an extent as was land value. Little significance could be 
attached to the impact of zoning on the assessed value. Likewise, the 
size and quality of the structures was not as important in determining 
final assessed value as was sale price.
The absolute dispersion of residential properties was greater 
than that of commercial properties. When average deviations were com­
puted for levels of sale price, the middle ranges ($15,000 to $35»000) 
of property sale prices showed a closer correspondence to assessed 
value than low priced properties. High priced properties appeared to 
be assessed at closer to sale price than low priced properties.
CHAPTER IV 
THE EFFECT OF HUMAN JUDGMENT
This study was based on the assumption that "fair market value" 
was the best evidence of taxable value. The limitations of this con­
cept were set forth in Chapter I.
In the appraisal of real estate in Fort Worth there were three 
methods employed— sometimes severally, sometimes jointly. These methods 
were the "sales analysis" method, the "income capitalization" method, 
and the "replacement cost" technique. For commercial and residential 
improvements, the replacement cost technique was widely employed. For 
the appraisal of residential land, the sales analysis method was used, 
while in the appraisal of commercial land, it was necessary for the 
appraiser to use both the sales analysis method and the income capitali­
zation method. (Replacement cost is described in Appendix A.)
The Collection of Sales Data
Whichever method of appraisal was used, sales and income infor­
mation formed an integral part of the appraisal process. In the sales 
analysis technique and income capitalization method of appraisal, both 
sales and income information were used. In the replacement cost tech­
nique, sales data were equally necessary in order to extract the 
residual of the land value from the improvement values. The quality of
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the sales and income data reflected the closeness with which the 
assessed value was matched to the sale price.
The sales analysis methodology was employed where land was 
vacant. The reason for this application of the sales analysis method 
was the difficulty of adequately appraising vacant land. In most 
instances, there was no replacement cost involved and the land may not 
have produced income.^ Therefore, the sales analysis method was used.
Sales data was probably the largest available source of value 
information even though sales of properties were infrequent. The 
primary source of value information was the recorded deeds in the 
county clerk's office. The information utilized by the city tax 
assessor included; (l) the legal description, (2) the volume and page 
numbers, (3) date recorded, (4) the type of conveyance, (5) the con­
sideration, and (6) the amount of revenue stamps. Since deeds were 
usually recorded the assessor could have known about most sales in the 
community.
For other evidences of sales, the assessor used newspaper 
advertisements, statements from real estate brokers and owners of 
property. Loan information was obtained from lending institutions and 
title companies. There were, in conclusion, a large number of persons 
engaged in the sale and transfer of real estate who provided information 
to the assessor regarding sale prices as evidences of value.
Most important to the assessor should have been whether or not 
a sale may be used to represent "fair market value," The assessor was
^Truett B, Marshall, The Assessment of Real Property: A Manual
for Fort Worth, Texas (Austin, Texas: 1962), p. 59«
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faced with the problem of evaluating the information he had available. 
Normally, the date of sale was important because it indicated whether 
the sale was recent enough to be indicative of then current values. 
Further, the transfers of property between relatives or friends, in so 
far as this was ascertainable, revealed cases where the stated price 
was not "fair market value." The federal revenue stamps served as a 
method of checking the accuracy of the stated consideration. These 
stamps were sold at a price of $1,10 for each $1,000 of the sale price. 
These stamps applied only to cash transactions and only when no pre­
vious mortgage or encumbrance was assumed by the grantee. If the 
property involved a trade, the stated sale price did not always repre­
sent a "fair market value."
Besides evidences of sales, the assessor attempted to collect 
data on the income of various properties, particularly commercial
properties. The field appraiser collected lease information from ten- 
2ants. Lease information also had to be analyzed to determine its 
validity for assessment purposes. This judgment was made largely by 
the field appraiser.
The Use of the Depreciation Factor
The appraisers in the city tax office used a depreciation factor 
in their assessments. The normal depreciation table contained the 
factors used by the assessor for the evaluation of residential and com­
mercial properties in the community. If a property was "lOO per cent
2Lease information included the amount of money paid, the term 
of the lease, the type of facility leased, and its use.
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good” it meant that the property had not depreciated any of its useful 
life (Table 23)« The normal depreciation table was constructed on the 
basis of applying an aging characteristic to the replacement cost of 
improvementso This characteristic was the life expectancy of various 
structures (Table 24). As the value of the depreciation factor 
increased from 20 per cent to 100 per cent, the frequency of its occur­
rence increased. This increase was to be expected in most communities 
which had shown growth in recent decades. (See Appendix B.)
In the application of an ageing concept, the greatest amount 
of depreciation that could take place, as far as the City of Fort Worth 
was concerned, was 80 per cent. Thus, the "20 per cent good" figure 
represented the salvage value of structures. Although only fifteen of 
these properties appeared in the sample, the effect of the use of the 
"20 per cent good" factor (instead of depreciating properties to zero) 
served as a penalty against the preservation of old and decrepit struc­
tures. From this standpoint the "20 per cent good" factor could have 
served a useful purpose in the development of a more desirable community.
One problem in the application of the depreciation factor was 
the time lag between reassessments, which accounted for a large number 
of properties valued in the highest categories which should not have 
been there. The depreciation factor for each property was not calculated 
every year, but was recalculated only during the reappraisal programs. 
Thus, if the depreciation factor was set at 97 per cent, this figure 
stood until the next time a reappraisal of the property was made. This 
time lag could have been up to nine years.
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TABLE 23
DEPRECIATION FACTOR FOR IMPROVEMENTS OF 660 RESIDENTIAL AND 
COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS
1958-1963
"Per Cent Good" Number of Properties Per Cent
20 (salvage value) 15 2.1
21 - 30 12 1.9
31 - 40 11 1.8
41 - 50 37 5.7
51 - 60 49 7.5
61 - 70 52 7.6
71 - 80 80 12.0
81 - 90 106 16.1
91 -100 276 42.0
No structure 22 3.3
660 100.0
Source; Compiled from sample data.
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TABLE 24
TABLE OF THE LIFE EXPECTANCY OF STRUCTURES USED BY 
THE CITY OF FORT WORTH ASSESSOR'S OFFICE
Class of Structure^ (Residential)
Type of Structure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Wood 35 40 50 60 65 70 75 75
Wood with veneer 45 55 65 70 70 75 75
Masonry 40 45 60 65 70 70 80 80
Class of Structure^ (Commercial
1 2 3 4 5
Wood 25 35 50 60 65
Wood with veneer 40 55 65 70
Masonry 30 45 60 70 75
Concrete 35 50 65 75 80
Steel 30 50 65 75 80
1. Small cheaply constructed dwelling, typical space; 400 sq.ft.
2. Small cheaply constructed dwelling, typical space: 600 sq.ft.
3 . Small to medium averagely constructed dwelling, typical
space: 800 sq.ft.
4. Average dwelling, good construction, typical space:
1,000 sq.ft.
5 . Average to large dwelling of good construction, typical 
space: 1,600 sq.ft.
6. Medium large dwelling of very good construction, typical 
space; 2,000 sq.ft.
7 . Large dwelling of very good construction, typical space:
2.500 sq. ft.
8. Large dwelling of excellent construction, typical space:
3.500 sq. ft.
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1̂. Small, light, unattractive cheaply constructed building with 
poor workmanship and design, typical space: 600 sq. ft.
2. Small to medium building of fair materials, design, and 
workmanship, typical space: 1,200 sq. ft.
3. Average size building of good materials, workmanship and 
design, attractive appearance, typical space: 2,500 sq.ft.
4. Average to large building of good materials, construction 
and professionally designed, attractive in appearance, 
typical space: 6,000 sq.ft.
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Another problem of depreciation was revealed in a clustering of 
depreciation percentages applied to properties beginning with the "30 
per cent good" figure and clustering fairly consistently around all 
increments of five, up to the higher "per cent good" figures. Nothing 
in the structure of the depreciation table or in the age of properties 
accounted for this clustering. The inconsistency in the groupings 
around the increments of five could have been indicative of a misapplied 
depreciation factor. It might be suggested that the reason for these 
increments of five appearing so frequently was the desire to make the 
computation of the tax value less arbitrary and less difficult. This 
incremental grouping was a shortcoming in the application of the meth­
odology, but perhaps only technically.
A similar feature in the use of the depreciation factor was 
that sixteen properties were depreciated at the "50 per cent good" level. 
None of the "per cent good" factors below 50 or above 50 were as fre­
quent until the "80 per cent good" level. Since the depreciation factor 
was based on normal life expectancy, and the depreciation tables were 
constructed from that, the likelihood of having this many items clus-
3tered around 50 per cent was slight.
It can be concluded that the depreciation factor used by the 
city assessor's office, though constructed in a precise manner, was not 
utilized in an altogether adequate manner. The depreciation computation 
was important from the standpoint of taxpayers, because it made an
3Another misapplication of the factor was revealed when 95 per
cent was used in sixty-nine of the cases, whereas 94 per cent was used
in only one instance. The depreciation table was structured so that
95 could appear no more frequently than 94. This appeared to be another
case of appraisers using an easy computation rather than an accurate one.
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appreciable difference in the amount of taxes that a property owner 
paid. The depreciation factor was the final computation of taxable 
value. The improvements were appraised on the basis of replacement 
cost and the depreciation factor should be .used at that point to modify 
the value to the age of the property.
Assessment Results
The largest number of properties in the sample were found in 
the $5,00l-$10,000 assessment class (Table 25) <■ This class contained 
35 per cent of all properties. In the sample, 89 per cent of the real 
properties were valued at less than $20,000, whereas 11 per cent were 
valued at more than $20,000,
Seventy-five per cent of buildings and structures on lands in 
the sample were valued at less than $10,000 (Table 26). The average 
structural value was $7,000.
Eighty-eight per cent of the parcels of land in the sample were 
valued at less than $5,000 (Table 27). This revealed that there was 
little difference in the.valuations of most commercial and residential 
land.
Assessment Ratios
Ratios of assessed value to sale price were computed for sale 
price levels. A ratio of unity meant that the assessed value was 100 
per cent of sale price (Table 28), The ratios varied from 0.43 in the
^The mean assessed value of the properties was $11,800, whereas 
the median had a value of $8,320, The mode had a value of $3,080.
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TABLE 25
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF 660 RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES 
IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 1958-1963
Value Number of Properties Per Cent
$ 0 - 5,000 194 29.4
5,001 - 10,000 228 34.6
10,001 - 15,000 100 15.1
15,001 - 20,000 63 9.5
20,001 - 25,000 23 3.5
25,001 - 30,000 22 3.3
30,001 - 40,000 14 2.2
40,001 & above 16 2.4
Total 660 100.0
Source: Compiled from sample data.
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TABLE 26
ASSESSED VALUE OF THE STRUCTURAL IMPROVEMENTS OF 660 RESIDENTIAL AND 
COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 1958-1963
Value Number cf Properties Per Cent
$ 0 - 5,000 243 36.9
5,001 - 7,500 154 23.6
7,501 - 10,000 97 14.7
10,001 - 15,000 82 12.5
15,001 20,000 32 4.8
20,001 - 25,000 20 3.0
25,001 - 30,000 5 0.7
30,001 - 40,000 3 0.4
40,001 60,000 3 0.4
60,001 - 80,000 0 0.0
80,001 - 100,000 1 0.1
100,000 & above 1 0.1
None 19 2.8
Total 660 100.0
Source: Compiled from sample data.
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TABLE 27
ASSESSED VALUES OF LAND FOR 660 RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL 
PROPERTIES IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 1958-1963
Land Values Number of Properties Per Cent
$ 0 - 5,000 578 87.6
5,001 - 7,500 32 4 .8
7,501 - 10,000 10 1.5
10,001 - 15,000 9 1.3
15,001 - 20,000 7 1.0
20,001 25,000 3 0.4
25,001 - 30,000 4 0.6
30,001 - 40,000 7 1.0
40,001 - 60,000 2 0.3
60,001 <S above 7 1.0
Total 660 100.0
Source: Compiled from sample data.
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TABLE 28
RATIO OF ASSESSED VALUE TO SALE PRICE OF 660 RESIDENTIAL 
AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS,
1958-1963
Sale Price Ratio
$ 0 5,000 .43
5,001 - 10,000 .67
10,001 - 15,000 .69
15,001 - 20,000 .78
20,001 25,000 .79
25,001 - 30,000 .80
30,001 - 40,000 .88
40,001 & above .79
Source: Computed from sample data.
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lowest sale price class to 0.88 in the $30,001 to $40,000 sale price 
class. The ratios tended to increase as the sale price of the proper­
ties increased up to the $40,000 point. In the highest sale price class 
the ratio declined. Small numbers of items with high sale prices made 
it difficult to compute meaningful ratios in the upper price classes.
For the middle priced groups of properties, $15,001 up to 
$35,000, the ratio of assessed value to sale price was higher than in 
groupings above and below this point. The closeness to unity of ratios 
in the middle price groups was due to the large numbers of similar prop­
erties in these groups. The appraisers were more familiar with these 
types of properties than they were with expensive and inexpensive prop­
erties. Where properties of a certain type were more numerous, it was 
easier for the appraiser to do his work effectively.
When land values were computed as ratios to sale prices, there 
was less variation present than in the ratios of improvement values to 
sale prices. Land values should have been close to sale prices, 
because land values correlated higher with sale prices than did improve­
ment values. Land values in the $5,001 to $20,000 price groups were 
around l6 per cent of the sale price (Table 29), Under $5,000 and 
above $20,000 there was less consistency. The land in the lower price 
units appeared to be worth more relative to sale price than was true 
among more expensive properties. What altered the ratios of the groups 
above $20,000 was that these groups contained many commercial properties.
The value of improvements was computed as a ratio to sale price 
and a consistency was discovered within the $5,001 to $20,000 price 
range. These ratios were more diverse than the land ratios, varying from
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TABLE 29
RATIO OF LAND VALUE AND IMPROVEMENT VALUE TO SALE PRICE OF 660 
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 
1958-1963, BY LEVELS OF SALE PRICE
Sale Price Land Value Ratio Improvement Value Ratio
$ 0 - 5,000 .31 .51
5,001 - 10,000 .17 .46
10,001 - 15,000 .15 •53
15,001 - 20,000 .17 • 59
20,001 - 30,000 .26 • 53
30,001 & above • 37 • 43
Source: Computed from sample data.
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46 per cent to 59 per cent of the sale price (Table 29). The inprove- 
ment ratios varied more than land ratios because land valuations were 
based more on sales data than were improvement valuations.•
The obsolete condition of many of the structures in the sample 
was reflected in the category above $30,000. The low ratio of 0.4-3 was 
caused by the obsolete condition of many of the commercial structures. 
From the ratios computed, assessment of land and property improvement 
appeared to find the greatest consistency of value with sale price in 
the middle ranges. These consistent ranges of ratios within the middle 
levels of sale price were due to standardization of the use, the size 
of land parcels, and to the standardization of construction of commer­
cial buildings and residences. Where properties were not similar (and 
where only a few comparable properties existed) the appraisers were 
less able to assess value in a consistent manner.
The Reappraisal Program
A reappraisal program of real estate was begun in the City of 
Fort "Worth in 196I. The city had a new appraisal manual with which it 
hoped to improve the appraisal of real estate during this program. All 
reappraisals, beginning in 196I, were made on 100 per cent of market 
value. In the past, this varied to an average as low as 55 per cent of 
market value. Thus, properties reappraised— those properties in the 
sample appraised in 1961 and later years— should have approximated 100 
per cent of market value.
In order to compare the reappraisal program with the older pro­
gram, the values of the properties assessed prior to I96I were increased
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in value to correspond to 100 per cent of market value.^ For practical 
purposes, the reappraisal program was probably slightly more effective 
than the older programs of reappraisal (Table 3O). The average ratio 
of assessed value to sale price of properties which had been reappraised 
was 0.87, whereas in the older appraisals, the ratio of the recapitulated 
assessed value to sale price was O.76.
The source of improvement in the newer program lay in several 
directions. One was the improvement of personnel. The newly hired 
appraisers were educationally better qualified than older appraisers. 
Another source of improvement in the new program was the design of the 
new appraisal card. The card was more complete, it left less to judg­
ment, took into consideration more factors, and was more precise than 
the form of the older cards (see Appendix C).
Properties which were appraised in 1957 had an average sales 
ratio of 0.62, lAiereas the properties appraised in 1958 had a ratio of 
0.83. In the figures prior to 1961, there was an increase in the quality 
of appraisal in each succeeding year. The 196O figure of 0.<94 was higher 
than the two years of 196I and 1962 considered under the reappraisal 
program. The reason for increases in the ratios for 1957 through I960 
may have been that many properties appraised during these prior years 
were sold in later years, thus reflecting for those properties lower ratios.
•̂ When the tax bill was computed for properties evaluated at 100 
per cent of market value, the rate of payment was a dollar amount of 
tax applied to 55 per cent of the assessed value. When the tax bill was 
computed on properties assessed at 55 per cent of market value, the bill 
was computed on 100 per cent of this amount. This kept some sense of 
equity in the transition from old to new appraisal programs. To make 
data comparable, the value figures prior to 196I were divided by .5 5.
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TABLE 30
RATIO OF ASSESSED VALUE TO SALE PRICE OF 660 RESIDENTIAL 
AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS,
BY DATE OF APPRAISAL
Date of Appraisal Ratio Average Ratio









Source; Computed from sample data.
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According to the city tax office, the reappraisal program was 
about one-half completed in 1963* The percentage might have been closer 
to 57 per cent as reflected in the sample (Table 31)« The city hoped 
to plan future reappraisals every four years. Within the four years, 
the cycle should have been completed. It was an ambitious undertaking 
and an average of twenty-five reappraisals had to be made each working
day by each appraiser. It was not considered likely that this could be
done and still assess each individual property in detail.
The reappraisal process had encompassed 77 per cent of the com­
mercial properties in the sample (Table 31)* The reason for this high 
number was that the reappraisal of the downtown business district had 
already taken place. The ratio of assessed value of commercial proper­
ties to sale price was 0.91 while the ratio of assessed value of resi­
dential properties to sale price was 0.70. It could be concluded that 
the appraisal of commercial properties depended more on sales data than 
did the appraisal of residential property. Commercial properties were 
probably assessed more carefully than were residences.
The Work of the Individual Appraisers
In 1963} there were twenty-five appraisers of real estate for 
the City of Fort Worth. Of the twenty-five, five were land appraisers 
and twenty were improvement appraisers.
The task confronting the men who pursued the work of field 
appraisals was a difficult one. One problem was the definition of 
value. Even when this term was narrowed to apply to real estate, there
were many conditioning factors. For example, replacement cost has been
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TABLE 31
DATE OF APPRAISAL OF 660 RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES 
IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 1958-1963, BY CLASS
Date of 
Appraisal Residential Commercial Total
1954 k 0 4
1955 2 0 2
1956 2 1 3
1957 6 1 7
1958 43 3 46
1959 25 2 27
1960 158 17 175
1961 176 10 186
1962 131 73 204
1963 0 1 1
Not Reported 3 2 5
Total 550 110 660
Source: Compiled from sample data.
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equated with value by persons engaged in insurance work. Further, value 
for loan purposes was the amount the lender was willing to risk and in 
his computations he considered not only some form of value of the prop­
erty but also the reputation of the borrower.^ For investment purposes,
value was based on the income from the investment. Other concepts of
nvalue were found in condemnation and bankruptcy proceedings. Thus, 
value appeared in these instances to be connected with the purpose of 
the appraisal.
"Fair market value" was defined by the International Association
of Assessing Officers as follows;
The amount of money or monies' worth for which goods or serv­
ices may be exchanged within a reasonable period of time under 
conditions in which both parties to the exchange are able, willing 
and reasonably well informed.®
Operating under this definition of value, the appraiser was required to
exercise a carefully calculated judgment.
Judgments of Condition
Most judgments of condition by the individual appraisers clus­
tered around "good" condition (Table 32). Although the improvement 
appraisers normally worked in pairs, the condition of properties was 
listed according to each appraiser, disregarding the fact that he was 
working with another person at the time. The name of the appraiser was 










OF RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES 
TEXAS, BY APPRAISER, 1958-1963
Appraiser
Condition
Good Fair Poor Obsolete Not Reported
A 5
B 10 1
C 17 1 2
D 5 1 5 5 1
E 6 2 5 4 1
F 11
G 12 2 2 1
H 14 1
I 12 3 4
J 26 4 6 13
K 9 2 1 4 1
L 13 2 4 1
M 9 1 1
N 13 3
0 28 3 3 5
F 5
Q 4 3 5 5 1
R 4 1
S 6 2
T 6 1 1
U 10 1 3
V 1 1
W 6
X 7 1 4 11
Y 5 2 4
Z 4 1 4 2
AA 4
Total* 251 37 55 54 5
Per cent of
Total 62.4 9.2 13.7 13.5 1.2
*The total of 402 would not indicate the total number of proper­
ties assessed, but the total number of judgments rendered on the proper­
ties in question,. In some instances two and sometimes three appraisers 
judge the same property.
Source; Compiled from sample data.
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in judgments about the condition of properties. In the case of condi­
tion for all the properties, 62 per cent were judged to be in "good" 
condition. In the case of the other categories, the data showed a 
reticence on the part of the appraisers to differentiate between "fair" 
and "poor" and between "poor" and "obsolete" condition.
Even when appraisers worked with many properties, the only con­
sistent pattern was the use of "good" condition most of the time. Some 
variation existed in the work of particular appraisers. For example, 
Appraiser 0 assessed five of thirty-nine properties as "obsolete" while 
Appraiser J judged thirteen of forty-nine properties as "obsolete."
This discrepancy could be purely random, but in the case of Appraiser H 
there was some question. Of the fifteen properties he appraised, none 
were in "fair" or "obsolete" condition. It could be possible that per­
haps one of the fourteen "good" properties should have been "fair,"
"poor," or "obsolete,"
Depreciation
The pattern of use of depreciation factors by individual appraisers 
may be observed in Table 33- In cross classification it was impractical 
to present the data in more detail, but by the use of the table it was 
possible to see the increases in frequency of the higher "per cent good" 
values among appraisers.
A check was made of the original data in order to establish 
whether specific appraisers were responsible for the clustering of the 
"per cent good" around increments of five. The appraisers with the 
largest numbers of properties which were depreciated at even amounts
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TABLE 33
JUDGMENT OF PER CENT OF REMAINING USEFUL LIFE OF 398 RESIDENTIAL AND 
COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, BY APPRAISER,
1958-1963
_____________________"Per Cent Good*'_____________________
Appraiser 20* 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 6l-?0 71-80 81-90 91-100 Total
A 1 2 1 1 5
B 1 7 2 1 11
C 1 5 3 5 6 20
D 3 2 2 2 1 1 3 1 1 16
E 2 1 3 2 2 1 3 2 1 17
F 1 2 6 3 12
G 1 3 2 6 3 15
H 1 1 3 4 6 15
I 1 4 2 5 3 4 19
J 5 5 4 4 1 6 6 12 4 47
K 2 1 1 2 2 4 1 3 16
L 3 4 5 6 1 19
M 1 2 4 1 3 11
N 2 4 5 5 16
0 3 1 1 3 4 2 10 5 10 39
P 1 2 2 5
Q 1 1 2 5 2 2 2 15
R 1 2 3 6
S 2 2 4 8
T 1 1 3 4 9
U 3 1 6 5 15
V 1 1 2
W 2 5 7
X 4 4 4 1 3 2 1 3 1 23
Y 3 1 2 1 2 3 12z 1 1 4 2 1 3 12
AA 1 1 3 1 6
Total 24 18 20 25 32 45 -^1 83 70 398f
Per cent of
total .06 .05 .05 .06 .08 .11 .20 .21 .18
♦Salvage value
#The total of 398 would not indicate the total number of proper­
ties assessed, but the total number of judgments rendered on the proper­
ties in question. In some instances two and sometimes three appraisers 
judge the same property.
Source: Compiled from sample data.
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were isolated from the total (Table 34). Certain appraisers tended to 
round the depreciation factor to even amounts. Appraiser G was respon­
sible for the largest percentage of properties appraised by one man 
that centered on even fives or zeroes in the "per cent good" factor. 
Appraiser G fixed the "per cent good" at such a point in eight of fif­
teen cases, or 53 per cent of the time. Appraiser B was next with 45
9per cent of the properties he appraised.
Assessment Ratios by Individual Appraisers
Most of the appraisers were doing an excellent job (Table 35)• 
The ratios of assessed value to sale price were computed according to 
who assessed the property. The ratios for the most part were quite 
high.
Some discrepancy among appraisers was apparent. Appraiser J’s 
ratio was only O.32. Appraiser J assessed properties materially lower 
than the other appraisers even though he had the largest number of 
properties appraised to his credit. All of these properties were 
appraised during the reassessment program which began in I96I. There­
fore, these properties were all theoretically appraised at 100 per cent 
of their market value.
Another difference was in the work of Appraiser Y who over­
assessed in a sufficient number of cases so that the ratio of his 
appraisals to sale prices was 1.35» Another appraiser whose work was 
over 100 was Appraiser S, but only in the case of a few properties.
9The depreciation table was constructed so that each number 
from 20 to 100 was represented by a relatively constant number of cases.
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TABLE 34
THE "PER CENT GOOD" OF PROPERTIES AT INCREMENTAL FIVE PER CENT 
LEVELS, BY APPRAISER, 1958-1962
Appraiser
(1) Properties 
"Per Cent Good" at 







B 5 11 45.4
C 5 20 25.0
G 8 15 53.0
J 12 47 25.5
K 6 17 35.3
N 4 16 25.0
0 9 39 23.1
Source: Compiled, from sample data.
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TABLE 35
RATIO OF ASSESSED VALUE TO SALE PRICE OF 2)4 RESIDENTIAL AND 





























* Only in the case of 23^ of the 660 properties was it possible 
to ascertain the name of the appraiser.
Source: Compiled from sample data.
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The one who appraised most closely to sale price was Appraiser 0, with 
the sales ratio of 0.99• These numbers were all rounded off, but 
Appraiser 0 most closely approximated the sale price of the properties 
in his appraisals.
The other appraisers in most instances assessed in the high 
80's or the low-to-middle 90's. Most appraisers typically assessed at 
slightly under market value. Underassessment, however, was not true in 
the case of Appraisers F and Y. It can be concluded from the data in 
this table that the appraisers were not doing the same quality of 
appraisal work.
Improvement Appraisal
The valuation of improvements by the improvement appraisers 
correlated relatively liighly with the sale price of the properties. 
Although high correlation existed, there were still problems in improve­
ment appraisal. One problem was the use of replacement cost.^^ 
Mathematically, replacement cost (even with the allocation of the 
depreciation factor) did not in every instance satisfy the market value 
of a particular property. In some instances, the replacement cost did 
not reflect methodology in construction. For example, replacement of 
a large central heating system of an older style might well be impossible 
and well nigh prohibitive, and in some instances unnecessary. There­
fore, in what way was it reasonable to assume that the replacement cost 
of this or a comparable item would have had the depreciable market value
^^An estimate was made by the appraiser on the cost of replacing 
the structure with present cost figures; this estimate was then adjusted 
with the use of a depreciation factor.
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that was part of the computation of the improvement value Î Modem 
insulation in building diminished the necessity for particularly thick 
walls so there was little feasibility in determining the replacement 
cost of a heavy structure when in all likelihood it would not be built 
in the same manner in a later period. The problem with replacement 
cost was that technology changed over time and no single depreciation 
factor was suitable in depreciating something which could not have 
existed or need not have existed at a later date. Thus, replacement 
costs did not represent a realistic method for the appraisal or prop­
erties. The inapplicability of replacement cost was most true in the 
appraisal of older properties.
Land Appraisal
It was not possible to determine which land appraiser assessed 
each parcel of land. The name of the land appraiser did not appear on 
the tax card, therefore each property had to be traced through a land 
map before the name of the land appraiser could be determined. This 
was not feasible in the collection of the data, thus less information 
was acquired about the land appraisers than about the improvement 
appraisers.
The land appraisers had a less complicated task mathematically, 
but a more difficult task conceptually than the improvement appraisers. 
When land values were correlated to sale prices the correlation 
coefficient was 0.88. On the average, the land appraiser made a more 
successful effort to approximate the price of a parcel of land than the 
appraiser of improvements. One reason for this success was the
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similarity of lots in a particular residential tract. These lots had 
an easily determined market value. On the other hand, without comparable 
sales the appraisal of land was more difficult than appraisal of improve­
ments, because the sales analysis method was the only method available 
to the land appraiser. Sales analysis of comparable lots was consequently 
used more extensively in the appraisal of land than in the appraisal of 
improvements.
There were more comparable parcels of land available to the land 
appraisers in most residential areas than was true of improvements.
Even houses of the same construction and the same size may have had 
different additional equipment within them. On the other hand, the land 
prices were fairly well stabilized within a given tract. Thus, the 
sales analysis method rendered for the valuation of land a result closer 
to sale price than did the replacement cost method used in improvement 
valuations.
Summary
In Chapter IV the work of the appraisers in the city tax office 
was explored in detail. The variation which arose between sale price 
and assessed value in the sample can be partially explained by the 
analysis in this chapter. Where the sales data were used most, as in 
the case of land appraisal, the results were closer to what the law 
demanded, that is, "fair market value." Land appraisal also showed 
more extreme variation than improvement appraisal because of the limited 
number of comparable sales of vacant land.
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Similarity of use, price, and construction of properties played 
a significant part in the quality of the final assessed value. Where 
properties of a type were less numerous, as in the case of very expensive 
homes and older less expensive properties, the ratios of assessed value 
to sale price varied considerably from 1.0. In older homes the varia­
tion diminished to about 0.60, while among very expensive properties the 
ratio was as high as 1.35*
The depreciation factor was not administered adequately. There 
was discrepancy in the unusually large number of properties which were 
depreciated at levels of 5 per cent. Some appraisers depreciated more 
properties at intervals of five than others. The depreciation factor 
was misapplied in the case of ”50 per cent good" where an inordinately 
large number of properties bore this depreciation factor. Another abuse 
of the depreciation factor was the over use of certain "per cent good" 
figures in the upper brackets.
The reappraisal program in Fort Worth appeared to be a slight 
improvement over the old appraisal program. Although two years of the 
new program did not have as high a ratio of assessed value to sale 
price as one year of the old program, the average ratio was high for 
properties assessed under the new program.
Not all appraisers did the same quality of work. The range of 
ratios of assessed value to sale price for individual appraisers was 
from 0.32 to 1.35. On the other hand, the median ratio was high at
0.92. The appraisers usually appraised very closely to market value, 
but slightly under market value.
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There was sufficient flexibility for interpretation of the 
methodology among the appraisers to cause wide fluctuation in assessment 
levels. The primary difficulty was the inability of adjusted replace­
ment cost to duplicate sale price in properties where features were 
widely dissimilar. Similarity of types of properties was the keynote 
to equity in assessments and inequity was likely present where a prop­
erty was unique.
On the whole, the city had a right to be pleased with the 
quality of work of the appraisal staff, because of the high level of 
the ratios of assessed value to sale price.
CHAPTER V 
THE EFFECT OF TIME
The problem of time in assessment revolves around two basic 
situations. The first is that of external change to individual proper­
ties over time. The second is internal change to individual properties 
over time.
External changes include changes in the character of neighbor­
hoods. For example, time affects the general appearance of neighbor­
hoods and the relationship of one area to another. Moreover, time can 
change value factors such as accessibility to persons, places, and 
things for which the properties are used. Time can bring change in 
transportation facilities, the character and availability of utilities, 
and traffic. Even topography may change over time. Thus, time brings
change to the physical factors of properties.
Other external changes are less easy to note. For example, 
economic value influences change over time- The general level of 
growth and prosperity in the area increases or decreases property 
values. Factors of the same type are the density of population, pat­
terns of wealth, and ratings for loan purposes.
External changes also are found in legal factors which change 
by court decision and government policy (local, state, and national). 
Examples of legal changes are building restrictions and legislation
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which directly affects the financing of properties- Urban renewal and 
planning processes at all levels of government can effect changes in 
property values.
Some changes are largely intangible. Intangible forms of change 
include social value influences. Homogeneity of a neighborhood is con­
sistent with the social value of living there and the price of the 
property follows this. Other social influences which can change are 
alterations in the cultural and recreational facilities of residential 
areas. Intangible values such as view, habit, fashion, and nuisances 
can modify value. Time changes all value factors and many of these 
factors change at different rates. These factors, whether tangible or 
intangible, are essentially external influences which affect the value 
of real estate.
The second aspect of time which affects value is not external 
change but internal change such as the reconstruction, remodeling, re­
building, and reapplication of the use of individual properties. 
External changes take place in the long run. Internal changes, however, 
take place in a short time; changes within the property other than 
simple ageing occur within relatively short spans of time.
Changes Over Time
Changes over time were noted in various series. The most sig­
nificant changes were mentioned in succeeding sections.
Sale Prices and Assessed Values
The sale prices of properties in Fort Worth had been increasing 
over time (Table 36). Between 1958 and I963 there was a decrease in
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TABLE 36
SALE PRICE OF 660 RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES 




Total1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963
$ 0 - 5,000 2 10 10 13 7 1 43
5,001 - 7,500 28 22 25 20 14 16 125
7,501 - 10,000 18 18 17 19 21 7 100
10,001 - 15,000 29 30 35 28 36 17 175
15,001 - 20,000 19 20 16 21 26 8 110
20,001 -  25,000 6 4 6 7 9 4 36
25,001 -  45,000 13 13 8 9 4 7 54
45,001 - 60,000 4 1 1 0 1 0 7
60,001 & above 1 2 2 3 2 0 10
Total 120 120 120 120 120 60 660
Source: Compiled from sample data.
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the number of properties which sold for less than $5,000. The number 
sold in the $5,000 to $7,500 class remained fairly constant. The 
number of properties which sold for $25,000 and over was too small to 
indicate a trend.
Like sale prices, average assessed values had been increasing 
over time. (Table 3?) Fewer properties were assessed below $5,000 
and more were assessed in the $5,001 to $25,000 range.
Properties in good condition had been increasing as a relative 
number (Table 38). Properties in poor or obsolete condition were a 
declining segment of the total real estate market. This in part 
explained the rise of prices and assessed values over the five year 
period of the sample.
While properties in good condition increased over time, proper­
ties with lower "per cent good" diminished (Table 39). In the composi­
tion of the sanç)le, older properties were decreasing relative to all 
properties. The average age of properties in the sample was twenty years. 
Over time, skewness in the distribution of "per cent good" was thought 
to be shifting from positive in 1958 to less positive in 1963, indicating 
a gradual shift in numbers of sales of property from older to newer 
properties and a decrease in the average age of properties.
The Time Lag of Vacant Lots
The ratio of assessed values to sale prices for nineteen vacant 
lots in the sample was 0.66, less than the ratios for all properties.^
^The ratio for commercial properties was 0.91 while the ratio 
for residences was 0.?0.
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TABLE 37
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF 660 RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES 
IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, BY DATE OF SALE, 1958-1963
Assessed Value
Date of Sale
Total1958 1959 I960 1961 1962 1963
$ 0 - 5,000 39 33 31 41 31 22 197
5,001 - 7,500 16 25 18 11 36 6 112
7,501 - 10,000 17 21 26 27 12 15 118
10,001 - 15,000 22 14 20 17 19 5 97
15,001 - 20,000 9 12 9 14 14 4 62
20,001 - 25,000 6 2 4 4 3 3 22
25,001 - 30,000 4 7 6 2 2 2 23
30,001 - 60,000 6 4 4 3 0 3 20
60,001 & above 1 2 2 1 3 0 9
Total 120 120 120 120 120 60 660
Source; Compiled from sample data.
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TABLE 38
THE DATE OF SALE OF 631 RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL STRUCTURES 
IN THE CITY OF FORT WORTH, BY CONDITION, 1958-1963
Date of Sale Good Fair Poor Obsolete Total
1958 85 6 14 7 112
1959 75 9 21 8 113
I960 77 14 20 9 120
1961 73 15 21 5 114
1962 97 7 11 1 116
1963 43 2 9 2 56
Total 450 53 96 32 631*
*The condition of 29 of the properties in the sample was not 
reported in the city tax office files.
Source; Compiled from sample data.
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TABLE 39
THE "PER CENT GOOD" OF 632 RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES
IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, BY YEAR OF SALE, 1958-1963
"Per Cent Good"
Year of Sale
Total1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963
0 - 1 9 13 3 3 4 9 4 36
20 - 29 5 4 5 5 2 0 21
30 _ ,39 6 6 4 2 0 0 18
40 - 49 5 9 4 3 3 1 ■ 25
50 - 59 11 8 13 14 6 7 59
60 - 69 2 6 14 14 13 3 52
70 - 79 13 10 15 17 11 7 73
80 - 89 20 17 15 15 19 8 94
90 - 100
1
46 45 36 42 57 29 255
Total 121. 108 109 116 120 59 633*
*27 of the properties in the sample were either vacant lots or 
the depreciation factor was not noted in the tax data.
Source; Compiled from sample data.
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In the case of five of the nineteen lots, structures had been erected
since the time of their last appraisal. The time differential was such
that taxes were not paid on these properties for a period of four years
at their improved level. The effect of this time lag was considerable
when magnified to a possible 1 per cent of all properties in the City 
2of Fort Worth. The city had been losing a considerable amount of 
revenue by failing to adequately follow construction starts in the 
community. Certainly tax funds were set up in escrow by mortgage com­
panies to approximate the value of the house when a mortgage was placed 
upon the house; the question remained whether or not the city recovered
3the lost taxes. In most cases, it did not.
Shifts in Age
The rate of residential construction had increased since 19^0 
(Table 40). Four hundred and four, or 74 per cent, of the houses in the 
sample were built after 1940. The number of commercial properties 
increased over time but at a less rapid rate than was true for residen­
tial properties. Duplexes, for example, increased during the period at 
an increasing rate from 1890 until 1950. After the fifties, duplexes 
dropped off in numbers. Apartments increased until the thirties and had 
since dropped off. Commercial buildings had shown little growth among
2This was no way to measure the total number of properties 
which escaped the tax rolls.
-̂ When the average deviation was computed for the actual vacant 
lots, it was $4,293 or 37 per cent of the mean value of $11,552. This 
indicated that there was relatively more dispersion present in the 
assessed value and sale price of vacant lots than for all properties.
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TABLE 40
YEAR OF CONSTRUCTION OF 6]0 RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES 
IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, BY ZONING CLASSIFICATION
Zoning Classification*
Year of Construction 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total
1890-1899 3 0 2 0 2 0 7
I9OO-I909 11 2 3 4 5 2 27
1910-1919 12 2 3 3 3 2 25
1920-1929 62 4 5 2 2 0 75
1930-1939 34 6 4 0 4 1 49
1940-1949 123 11 ■ 2 2 4 5 147
1950-1959 267 7 2 2 3 3 284
1960-1963 14 0 0 0 1 1 16
Total 526 32 21 13 24 14 630#
*1 - One Family Residence
2 - Duplex
3 - Apartment
4 - Commercial Service
5 - Commercial
6 - Light Industrial
#Thirty of the properties in the sample were either vacant lots or 
the year of construction was not ascertainable from tax data.
Source: Computed from sample data.
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real properties while light industrial structures appeared to be fairly 
stable. Broadly, residential building was increasing at a more rapid 
rate than was commercial building.
Application of Assessment Procedures 
Ùver Time
When built in different time periods, buildings, whether resi­
dential or commercial, exhibited different use of materials and 
construction methodology, causing difficulty in attempts to assess value 
adequately. Any property built for residential use after 19^0 was 
fairly similar to most properties described by the structural classifi­
cations used by the appraisers. Houses built before 1940 showed
differentiation in building materials and techniques which could have
4-been a source of inequity in taxation.
The largest number of commercial properties were built before 
1940; of the 110 commercial properties, 60 per cent were built before 
1940. To the property appraiser the spread in age of commercial 
buildings made them even more diverse than residences. With an increas­
ing number of new materials available, the appraiser was confronted 
with the need for constant re-education. Old buildings presented 
further problems. Stone masonry, so common in the facades of older 
buildings, was no longer commonly used and yet the facade of older 
buildings still added commercial value. Here, as in the case of resi­
dences, it was concluded that a large number of changes in the techniques
4Some examples of changes in building data were: Préfabrication
of structures was of recent origin. The use of plasterboard was wide­
spread, causing an increased cost in plaster and lathe. Data on steel 
buildings (prefabricated) was being assimilated by the tax office into 
its procedures in 1963.
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and materials of construction yielded different situations for the 
appraiser who attempted to determine the tax value.
The depreciation factor did not adequately measure the time 
factor (Table 4l). The 660 properties used in the sample were cate­
gorized according to the decade in which the properties were built and
the ratios of assessed value to sale price within these categories were
■ )
computed. If the depreciation factor was adequate, there would have 
been less discrepancy among the ratios. This table was constructed so 
that under ideal circumstances each group of properties in the calcula­
tion for each decade should have had a sales ratio of one-
Although the depreciation factor was inadequate, the assessor 
was at least attempting to keep the assessments up to date. Eighty-six 
per cent of the properties in the sample were appraised after I960 
(Table 42), The high number of recent appraisals was unusual for most 
communities. To have had this many appraisals which were up to date 
indicated a better than average attempt on the part of the city assessor 
to pursue his task. Although precise figures were not known for other 
communities, an estimated average length of time between assessments for 
properties in most communities was fifteen years. In contrast to the 
City of Fort Worth, the Tarrant County taxing district had not had a 
complete reappraisal program since 1935-
Changes in Quality and Size
As the assessor attempted to value properties in a period of 
rapid change, he was faced with changes in the kind of property he
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TABLE 41
RATIO OF ASSESSED VALUE TO SALE PRICE OF 630 RESIDENTIAL 
AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES IN THE CITY OF FORT WORTH 
BY DECADE OF CONSTRUCTION*
Decade of Construction










* Thirty of the properties in the satiçaie were either vacant lots 
or the date of construction was not ascertainable from tax data.
Source; Computed from sample data.
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TABLE 42
YEAR OF APPRAISAL OF 660 RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL 
PROPERTIES IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS













Source: Compiled from sample data.
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assessed. The City of Fort Worth tax assessor used a series of struc­
tural classifications for buildings. Structural classifications of the 
550 residential properties in the sample were segregated by the year of 
sale (Table 43 and Table 44). There was a decreasing number of small, 
cheaply constructed dwellings which had a typical space of 400 to 600 
square feet. Above the 800 square feet categories there was an increase 
in number. While the number of structures increased in the middle 
ranges, the properties with 25,000 square feet or more were diminishing.
While the average size of residential properties was increasing, 
the size of commercial properties tended to increase. The number of 
small, cheaply constructed commercial properties was declining relatively 
(Table 45). Categories of property which increased were the average-to- 
large buildings of professional design. These buildings had an average 
size of 6,000 square feet. A fairly stable result in the sample was 
. seen in the small-to-medium building of 1,200 square feet. This kind 
of building was not the most desirable from the standpoint of the com­
munity, but in many instances was the result of the work of individual 
small businessmen such as small grocers.
The quality of commercial structures had been improving over 
time (Table 46). The bulk of unattractive, cheaply constructed commer­
cial structures, of a typical space of 600 square feet, were built 
before 191O. There were also a large number of shabbily constructed 
properties built during the 1940's but very few since then. The cheaply 
constructed, small commercial building had become a thing of the past.
The structural classifications used by the building appraisers 
in the City of Fort Worth will have to be constantly re-evaluated and
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TABLE L3
STRUCTURAL CLASSIFICATION OF 550 RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES 
IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, BY YEAR OF SALE, 1958-196]
Year of Sale
Classification 1958 1959 I960 1961 1962 1963
1. Small cheaply constructed dwelling;
typical space; 400 square feet 6 4 1 2  6 0
2. Small cheaply constructed dwelling;
typical space: 600 square feet 3 6 9 12 12 1]
3. Small to medium averagely constructed 
dwelling; typical space: 800 square
feet 24 29 26 25 25 14
4o Average dwelling, good construction;
typical space: 1000 square feet 60 53 54 51 4] 15
5" Average to large dwelling of good 
construction; typical space; l600
square feet 4 7 6 6 8 7
6. Medium large dwelling of very good 
construction; typical space: 2000
square feet 1 0  0 2 2 1
7. Large dwelling of very good 
construction; typical space: 2500
square feet 0 0 0 1 2  0
8. Large dwelling of excellent 
construction; typical space: 3500
square feet 0 0 0 1 0  0
9. Not Reported 2 1 4  0 0 0
Totals 100 100 100 100 100 50
Source: Compiled from sample data.
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TABLE 44
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF STRUCTURAL CLASSIFICATION OF 550 RESIDENTIAL 
PROPERTIES IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, BY YEAR OF SALE, 1958-1963
Year of Sale
Classification 1958 1959 I960 1961 1962 1963
1. Small cheaply constructed dwelling;
typical space: 400 square feet 6 4 1 2 6 0
2o Small cheaply constructed dwelling;
typical space: 600 square feet 3 6 9 12 12 26
3. Small to medium averagely constructed 
dwelling; typical space; 800 square
feet 24 29 26 25 25 28
4. Average dwelling, good construction;
typical space: lOOO square feet 60 . 53 5^ 51 45 30
5. Average to large dwelling of good 
construction; typical space:
1600 square feet 4 7 6 6 ■ 8 14
6. Medium large dwelling of very good 
construction; typical space:
2000 square feet 1 0 0 2 2 2
7 . Large dwelling of very good construc­
tion; typical space: 25OO square feet 0 0 0 1 2 0
8. Large dwelling of excellent construc­
tion; typical space: 3500 square feet 2 1 4  1 0  0
Totals 100 100 100 100 100 100
Source: Compiled from sample data,
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TABLE 45
STRUCTURAL CLASSIFICATION OF llO COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES 
IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, BY YEAR OF SALE, 1958-1963
Year of Sale
Classification 1958 1959 I960 1961 1962 1963 TOTAL
1. Small, light, unattractive cheaply 
constructed building with poor 
workmanship and design; typical
space: 600 square feet 6 5 9 5 1 1 2 ?
2. Small to medium building of fair 
materials, design and workmanship;
typical space: 1200 square feet 6 5 2 7 8 4 32
3. Average size building of good 
materials, workmanship and design, 
attractive appearance; typical
space: 25OO square feet 4 3 5 2 6 1 21
4. Average to large building of good 
materials, construction and pro­
fessionally designed, attractive
6000 square feet 1 2 3 3 4 3 16
5 . Not Reported 3 5 1 3 0 2 14
Totals 20 20 20 20 19 11 110
Source: Compiled from sample data.
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TABLE 46
YEAR OF CONSTRUCTION OF 93 COMMERCIAL STRUCTURES IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 




2 3 4 Total
1890-1900 12
Aggregate 
4 2 0 18
I9OO-I91O 5 3 2 1 11
1910-1920 1 5 2 1 9
1920-1930 0 2 7 5 14
1930-1940 4 11 5 2 22
1940-1950 1 4 5 6 16
1950-1960 1 0 0 1 2
1960-1963 1 0 0 0 1
Totals 25 29 23 16 93#
— - — — --
I89O-I9OO
Percentage Distribution
12.9 4 .3 2.1 0.0 19.3
1900-1910 5 .4 3.2 2.1 1.1 11.8
19IO-I92O 1.1 5 .4 2.1 1.1 9 .7
1920-1930 0.0 2.1 7 .5 5 .4 15.0
1930-1940 4 .3 11,8 5 .4 2.1 23.6
1940-1950 1,1 4.3 5 .4 6 .5 17.3
1950-1960 1.1 0.0 0.0 1.1 2.2
1960-1963 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1
Totals 27.0 31.1 24.6 17.3 100.0
*For structural classification see Table 45.
^Seventeen of the commercial structures could not be identified 
by both the year of construction and by structural classification.
Source: Compiled from sample data.
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restructured. A re-evaluation will be necessary in order to keep the 
structural classifications applicable to building techniques employed 
in the city.
Average Deviation Measures
The average deviation was computed for the 660 properties 
according to the year in which they were appraised (Table 4?). The 
primary pattern of this table was revealed in the column where the 
average deviation was computed as a percentage of the mean of the sale 
price of the various years. In an ideal situation, these percentage 
figures should all be zero, indicating that there was no variation of 
assessed values from sale prices. As it was, the larger the percentage 
figures, the more variation was present. Beginning with the years before 
1956, the average deviation was 31•? per cent. Properties were assessed 
under the old appraisal program from 1956 through I960. Properties in 
1961 and 1962 were included in the new appraisal program. The trend of 
the average deviation of assessed value from sale price resulted in a 
decreased variation. The reason was the improved methodologies of the 
reappraisal program. Another factor was that the decreasing variation 
was caused by the clustering of properties around an average type. The 
assessment of property should improve as a result of this increasing 
similarity among real estate properties.
The average deviation measures suggested that the current reap­
praisal program was more effective than older programs.^ The reason 
was that, on the average, the new assessments were closer to the sale
^The ratios computed in Chapter IV suggest this also. See 
Table 30, page 93»
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table 4?
AVERAGE DEVIATION OF ASSESSED VALUE FROM SALE PRICE OF 660 RESIDENTIAL 









As a Per Cent of 
Mean Sale Price
1956 $2,490* $ 7,850 31.7
1957 2 ,434* 6,764 35.9
1958 2 ,504* 8,701 28.8
1959 2,782* 9,054 30.7
1960 3 ,274* 12,170 26.9
1961 2,743 15,343 17.9
1962 6,041 21,684 27.9
*The average deviation figures for these years are adjusted to 
make them comparable with the figures for 1961 and 1962. The variation 
for these years was reduced because the properties appraised before I960 
were done so at 55 per cent of market value.
Source: Computed from sample data.
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prices than was true in older programs. The average deviations for 1961 
and 1962 were less than the average deviations prior to these years, 
with the exception of I960.
Correlation Analysis
A lagged regression was run between sale price and assessed 
value. The items used for the regression were properties which had been 
sold prior to their date of appraisal. An effort was made to determine 
if this regression would produce higher or lower correlation than the 
first correlation of the sales data and assessed values. In the first 
instance, the coefficient of correlation was 0.935» in the lagged 
regression, the result was 0.942. Thus, slightly higher correlation 
existed between sale prices correlated with the assessments made after 
the sale date. The similarity of the coefficients indicated that there 
was no consistent use of sales data in assessments.
Another correlation was made on the date appraised and structural 
classifications; in this case, the coefficient of correlation was low, 
at 0.111. It was not the practice of appraisers to assess properties, 
en masse, of the same size. It might be suggested that the appraisal 
process would be improved if properties of similar size within the use 
categories were assessed together.
Time Periods in Property Assessment
A concept of short run and long run can be developed for property 
assessment. The long run can be defined as the priod in which the 
methodology of appraisal becomes inadequate due to external changes in
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the character of the properties. The short run for assessment could be 
characterized as the period during a reappraisal cycle w Short run 
problems are those which are present inadequacies in the given method 
of appraisal and its application during the period of reappraisal.
Over time, short run problems could be taken care of by improve­
ments in the staff and in the use of the methodology currently available, 
to arrive (within the limitations of that methodology) at a more equita­
ble application of the property tax. On the other hand, the long run 
problem involves external changes in the community over time which reduce 
the effectiveness of any given assessment procedure, no matter how well 
it is applied.
Although scant changes were contemplated in city staff and per­
sonnel, a great many discrepancies in property taxation in the short 
run could be diminished by improving and expanding the assessment staff. 
The long run problems of the changes in methodology were more difficult 
to correct. The reason for this difficulty was that technology in the 
building industry changed over time and it was difficult for the property 
tax assessor to let changing technology be reflected in his appraisal 
methodology.
Summary
In Chapter V, the variation which existed between assessed value 
and sale price was analyzed according to time elements. The most 
important pattern over time was the tendency of the properties in the 
assessor's district to cluster around central figures. Standardization 
in technology was noted as one possible source for this change.
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Time lags in the assessment of properties were noted in the 
analysis of vacant lots. Inequities herein were shown to be caused by 
the fact of taxation of land as vacant lots, whereas structures existed 
on several of them. Almost 1 per cent of the total sample fell into 
this category.
Changes which created problems for the assessor included the 
range of years of construction, varying from 1896 to 1963• This spread­
ing age of properties indicated that assessment procedures applied to 
older properties were not adequate for newer properties. The saving 
fact of this entire problem was that within the past few years, when 
building permits were at a fairly flat ?0 per cent of the 194? activity 
level, the assessor found within his district an increasing number of 
properties of similar type. This similarity was reflected in the improv­
ing ratios over time.
Commercial and residential properties in good condition were 
increasing and commercial properties of larger types were increasing in 
number. Differences in style and use of commercial properties may 
become greater, so it could be concluded that the appraisers should have 
more difficulty appraising commercial structures in the future, while 
the residential market should become easier to appraise.
Finally, the correlation analysis by lagged regression appeared 
to indicate that sales data were not used to a great extent in the 
appraisal of properties. The correlation of appraised value and sale 
prices in this case was similar to the initial correlation between these 
two series.
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Long run and short run problems in the assessment of real estate 
may be summarized as follows:
Long run changes in the assessment data: (l) A tendency toward
a larger relative number of newer properties. An upswing in building 
activity reached a peak in Fort Worth in 1956 and was still falling in 
1963. During this declining period, it would be expected that the aver­
age age of properties would increase slightly. During an expansion of 
building activity, average age will decrease. (2) A clustering of 
properties' sale prices around the mean price during a period of decline 
and a wider dispersion when an expansion in building activity returns.
(3) An increase in the size of the mean of sale prices at a slow rate 
during a declining period of building activity and a more rapid rate of 
increase during a period of expanded building activity. (4) An increase 
in standardization of building techniques causing a greater similarity 
of residential structures over time.
Short run problems which are dependent upon the method of assess­
ment include: (l) A failure to consistently use sales data; (2) A
failure to similarly prepare assessment appraisers; (3) An insufficient 
staff; (4) Insufficient methodology— not a sufficient number of value 
factors, such as the depreciation factor; (5) A failure to consistently 
use the given methodology.
In conclusion, no matter how adequate the methodology of assess­
ment is in the short run, the overview of assessment will demand a use
of long run trends in the community as modifying factors. Until long
run trends are included in assessment procedures, equity of assessment 
will be difficult.
CHAPTER VI 
THE EFFECT OF USE
In i960, there were 145,000 individual parcels of real property 
in the City of Fort Worth. It was estimated that about two-thirds of 
the properties were residential, while one-third were commercial and 
industrial.
The point of inquiry in this chapter was to determine whether 
or not the use to which a property was put influenced the variation that 
existed between the sale prices of properties and their assessed values.
Patterns in Zoning
Zoning had an impact upon the value of properties, as well as 
their sale prices. A look at various crossclassifications surrounding 
zoning categories revealed some of these variations.
Zoning of Commercial Properties
Most commercially zoned properties in the sample were duplexes 
and apartments (Table 48). Forty-nine of the 110 commercial properties 
were zoned within these categories. Twenty-five of the commercial 
structures were zoned as duplexes. Twenty-two were actually used as 
duplexes while one was a vacant lot and the other two were single­




ZONING CLASSIFICATION OF 110 COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES 
IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 1958-1963
Zoning Classification Number of Properties Per Cent
Two Family Dwellings 25 22.7
Apartments 24 21.9
Commercial Services 14 12.7
Commercial 27 24.5
Light Industrial 20 18.2
Heavy Industrial 0 0.0
Total 110 100.0
Source: Computed from sample data.
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Twenty-three were actually used as apartments. The remaining one was 
used as a single-family residence. There were fourteen properties zoned 
for commercial services. The term "service" referred to establishments 
designed primarily for use in consumer services such as laundries, dry 
cleaning establishments, and television repair shops. All of the 
properties so zoned were actually used in this manner. There were 
twenty-seven standard commercial properties in the sample. All were 
actually used for commercial purposes.
There were no heavy industrial properties in the sample, but 
there were twenty light industrial properties. All were employed for 
light industrial or warehouse purposes. Heavy industrial property zon- 
ings were clustered in various parts of the city. The turnover of these 
properties was small, relative to sales of other properties.
Zoning of Residential Properties
Technically, all of the residences in the sample were used 
according to zoning requirements. One example of an abuse of the zoning 
ordinances was the use of "servants quarters" as income property. This 
abuse actually meant multi-family or two-family use of the single-family 
residences involved, but the number of properties in this category was 
difficult to determine. For example, in one block zoned one-family 
residential, four of the six pieces of property had servants quarters 
in the rear.
Assessment Ratios by Zoning
Ratios of assessed value to sale price were computed for six 
zoning classes of property. The ratios ranged from a low of 0.68 for
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apartments to highs of 0.99 for commercial and I.03 for light industrial 
properties (Table 49). Data in the sample suggested that assessed 
values of all classes of business property were closer to market values 
than was true of apartments and residential properties. One of the 
reasons was that most business properties had been reappraised under 
the new program, while many residential properties had not. Another 
reason for the higher commercial ratios was a relative decline of sale 
prices among some commercial buildings in the community.
Patterns in Use
Variations in assessed value and sale price occurred in proper­
ties used in different ways. Many of these variations were significant.
Assessment Ratios by Use Type
One-family residences, which accounted for 5^2 pieces of prop­
erty in the sample, were assessed at 90 per cent of their sale prices 
(Table 50). Two-family residences were assessed at ?8 per cent of - 
their sale prices, while apartments averaged only 71 per cent. A few 
properties in the central business district were assessed at more than 
100 per cent of their sale price. The main reason for this overasses- 
ment was that retail sales in the central business district had lagged 
behind retail sales in the newer shopping centers, causing a decline in 
the value of the property. In some cases the appraisers did not take 
this decline in value into account, with a resulting overassessment.
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TABLE 49
RATIO OF ASSESSED VALUE TO SALE PRICE OF 660 RESIDENHAL AND 
COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS,
BY ZONING CLASSIFICATION, 1958-1963
Zoning Classification Ratio
1. One Family Residential .706
2. Two Family Residential .709
3. Apartment .675
4. Commercial Services .750
Commercial .986
6. Light Industrial 1.028
Source; Computed from sample data.
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TABLE 50
RATIO OF ASSESSED VALUE TO SALE PRICE FOR 660 RESIDENTIAL 
AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS,




Ratio of Assessed Value 
to Sale Price
One Family Residence 542 0.90
Two Family Residence 22 0.78
Apartment 23 0.71
Store 15 0 .94
Service Station 3 0 .54
Public Garage 2 0.78
Large Office Building 1 1.18
Hotel 1 0.44
Factory 1 0.80
Warehouse 5 0 .94
Small Office 9 1.13
Store and Small Office 1 1.10
Store and Hotel 4 1.12
Store and Public Garage 1 0.67
Parking Lot 3 0.83
Source; Computed from sample data.
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Condition and Quality of Commercial 
Properties
Most commercial properties in the sample were in the fair, poor, 
and obsolete categories (Table 51)* Only 37 per cent were in good con­
dition. They varied in quality from very lightly constructed and 
unattractive buildings to solidly constructed, professionally designed 
ones. They ranged in size from about 600 to 6,000 square feet (Table 52).
The condition of commercial properties conformed to the quality 
and size of the structures (Table 53)* A cheaply constructed property 
was usually in poor condition. Most buildings of high quality structural 
classification were in good condition. Properties of average size and 
good quality were also usually in good condition. Sixty-five per cent 
of the commercial properties were professionally designed with an average 
size of approximately 2,500 to 6,000 square feet. They were constructed 
of good materials and with good workmanship.
Condition and Quality of Residences
The condition of residential properties correlated highly with 
structural classification (Table 5̂ ) • In other words, the better the 
quality of construction, the better was the condition of the property.
In this case "one" was the lowest quality classification whereas "eight" 
was the highest quality.'" Most residences were in the "four" classifica­
tion, average dwellings of good construction with a typical floor space 
of 1,000 square feet. Of these properties, 190 were in good condition 
and only one was in obsolete condition, indicating that properties
^See Table 44, p. 123.
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TABLE 51
PHYSICAL CONDITION OF IMPROVEMENTS OF 110 COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES 
IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 1958-1963





Not Reported 9 8.4
Total 110 100.0
Source: Compiled from sample data.
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TABLE 52
STRUCTURAL CLASSIFICATION OF 110 COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES 
IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 1958-1963
Number of
Classification Properties
1. Small, light, unattractive cheaply constructed
building with poor workmanship and design;
typical space: 600 square feet 27
2. Small to medium building of fair materials,
design and workmanship; typical space:
1,200 square feet 32
3 . Average size building of good materials,
workmanship and design, attractive appearance ;
typical space: 2,500 square feet 21
4. Average to large building of good materials,
construction and professionally designed, 
attractive in appearance; typical space:
6,000 square feet ly
5 . Not Reported Î.3
Total ÎÏÔ
Source: Compiled from sample data.
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TABLE 53
CONDITION OF 110 COMMERCIALLY ZONED PROPERTIES IN 
FORT WORTH, TEXAS, BY COMMERCIAL CLASS
Commercial Class*
Condition 1 2 3 4
Not
Reported Totals
Good 5 16 10 10 0 41
Fair 0 3 6 5 3 17
Poor 5 10 5 2 0 22
Obsolete 17 2 0 0 2 21
Not Reported 0 1 0 0 8 9
Total 27 32 21 17 13 110
*See Table 52 for classification. 
Source: Computed from sample data.
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TABLE 54




Totals1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Good 9 40 77 190 23 3 1 0 343
Fair 1 5 5 26 5 0 0 0 42
Poor 8 20 19 29 3 1 0 0 80
Obsolete 18 4 4 1 0 0 0 0 27
Total 36 69 105 246 31 4 1 0 492#
*The structural classification of 550 residential properties in 
Fort Worth is as follows:
1. Small cheaply constructed dwelling; typical space: 400 
square feet
2. Small cheaply constructed dwelling; typical space: 660 
square feet
3 . Small to medium averagely donstructed dwelling; typical 
space: 800 square feet
4. Average dwelling, good construction; typical space: 1,000 
square feet
5 . Average to large dwelling of good construction; typical 
space: 1,600 square feet
6. Medium large dwelling of very good construction; typical 
space: 2,000 square feet
7 . Large dwelling of very good construction; typical space:
2.500 square feet
8. Large dwelling of excellent construction; typical space:
3.500 square feet
#The condition or class of 58 of the properties could not be 
determined from tax data.
Source: Computed from sample data.
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of average size and quality were usually in good condition- Of the 492 
properties included in this table, 3^3 were in good condition.
Properties in poor condition were of average quality or below. 
Eighteen of thr> twenty-seven properties in the obsolete category were 
of cheap construction, with an average space of about 400 square feet. 
Hence, the quality of construction of residential buildings correlated 
highly with the condition in which they were found. In many instances 
it appeared that the appraiser's judgment of condition was biased by 
the quality of construction of the property.
Zoning and Condition
Certain uses of property required that they be in good condition. 
For example, one-family residences usually had to be in good condition, 
whether they were rented or purchased. The same requirement held true 
for duplexes, which depended upon high rates of occupancy for profit­
ability. About 80 per cent of the one-family residences and 6? per cent 
of the duplexes were in good condition (Table 55)• On the other hand, 
most of the apartments in the sample were in deteriorating or transi­
tional neighborhoods and were rented at low rates. Half of the apart­
ments were in poor or obsolete condition.
More than half of the commercial service properties were in poor 
or obsolete condition, but more than half of the commercial and light 
industrial properties were in good or fair condition. The evidence seemed 
to indicate that when a consumer was making a purchase in person— whether 




ZONING OF RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES BY PHYSICAL 
CONDITION IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS




Residence 429 36 73 12 0 550
Duplex 18 2 6 1 0 27
Apartment 4 7 5 7 1 24
Commercial
Service 4 1 5 4 0 14
Commercial 8 5 4 6 4 27
Light
Industrial 7 2 2 3 4 • 18
----------- — -- ----------- - — ---
Total 470 53 95 33 9 660
Source; Computed from sample data.
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Taxes and Use
In 1962, many of the houses in the sample were taxed at less 
than $100 per year (Table 56). The properties which were zoned for one- 
family dwellings numbered 550• Of these, 47 per cent were taxed at 
$100 or less. Sixty-six per cent of the total sample were taxed at
$300 or less per year. Of the total number of properties within this
zoning category, only two properties were taxed at $1,100 a year or more.
The largest number of duplexes were taxed at $100 or less per 
year. All duplexes were taxed at less than $500 per year. There were 
twenty-four apartments and fourteen of these were taxed at $100 or less.
In the "commercial service" zoning, five of the fourteen prop­
erties were taxed at $100 or less whereas two were taxed between $1,600 
and $2,000 a year.
In the "standard commercial" category, the taxes on a large
number of the properties were quite high. Two of the properties were
taxed $4,000 a year or more whereas five of the properties were taxed 
between $1,600 and $2,000. Within the five category most of the stores 
(and office buildings combined with stores) were found. The three 
properties which were taxed less than $100 a year were obsolete struc­
tures .
In the light industrial category, there were eighteen proper­
ties in the sample and the bulk of these properties were taxed relatively 
small amounts. One of these properties was taxed at $4,000 whereas the 
tax on the rest of the light industrial properties was considerably less.
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TABLE 56
TAXES PAID IN 1962 by 660 RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL 
PROPERTIES IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS
Taxes Per Year
Zoning*
Total1 2 3 4 5 6 7
$ 0 100 261 16 14 5 3 1 0 300
100 — 200 106 3 3 0 3 3 0 118
200 - 300 69 4 J  - 1 1 2 0 78
300 - 400 27 2 3 0 4 0 0 36
400 - 500 34 2 3 2 1 3 0 45
500 — 600 22 0 0 0 2 1 0 25
600 - 700 10 0 0 1 0 1 0 12
700 - 800 12 0 0 0 2 1 0 15
800 _ 900 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 5
900 — 1,000 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 4
1,000 - 1,100 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 4
1,100 - 1,200 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
1,200 1,300 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 4
1,300 — 1,600 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2
1,600 — 2,000 0 0 0 2 5 1 0 8
2,000 - 4,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4,000 <5 above 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 3
Total 550 27 24 14 27 18 0 660
*Zones are:
1. One Family Residential






Source: Compiled from sample data,
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Average Deviations
An average deviation was computed for the properties in the 
sample according to their physical condition, from good to obsolete 
(Table 57)• For properties in good condition the average variation 
was $4,798 from the mean sale price of $14,854, or 32 per cent. The 
greatest variation was in the fair condition group. The average devi­
ation was greater ($7,517) among this group of properties whose average 
sale price was about $18,000.
Properties in poor condition showed a small amount of variation. 
Except for properties in good condition, properties in poor condition 
were less difficult to assess than properties in the other categories. 
The appraisers had most difficulty in adequately appraising properties 
which fell in fair and obsolete condition.
When the average deviations of assessed value from sale price 
were computed among zoning categories, the greatest amount of variation 
was found to exist among apartment houses (Table 58). The apartment 
houses tended to appreciate or depreciate according to what took place 
in the market for both residential properties and commercial properties. 
As of 1963, apartment houses were probably the least desirable kind of 
property to own. Large scale operators in rentals preferred commercial 
buildings. Thus, the apartment houses suffered. On the other hand, 
speculative buyers of residential properties in Fort Worth appeared to 
prefer foreclosed single-family residences from the Federal Housing 
Administration. Low income apartment houses were more sensitive to the 
market than were other types of property.
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TABLE 57
AVERAGE DEVIATION OF ASSESSED VALUE FROM SALE PRICE OF 660 RESIDENTIAL
AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES 
BY CONDITION,







As a Per Cent of 
Mean Sale Price
Good $4,798 $14,854 32.3
Fair 7,517 18,295 41.1
Poor 4,271 13,177 32.4
Obsolete 4,167 11,173 37.3
Source: Computed from sample data.
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TABLE 58
AVERAGE DEVIATION OF ASSESSED VALUE FROM SALE PRICE OF 660 RESIDENTIAL 
AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS,







As a Per Cent of 
Mean Sale Price
1. One Family Residential $ 4,404 $13,557 32.5
2. Two Family Residential 3,459 9,385 36.9
3. Apartment 4,604 11,410 40.4
4. Commercial Services 9,650 34,986 27.6
5» Commercial 11,468 42,487 27.0
6. Light Industrial 9,754 34,710 28.1
Source: Computed from sample data.
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Variation of two-family dwellings was almost as high as that 
of apartments. Market choices for real estate appeared to be somewhat 
against the apartments and duplexes. This disadvantage in the market 
accounted for the wide variation present in the assessed values and the 
sale prices of apartments and duplexes.
The values of commercial properties were more closely matched 
to sale prices than were the rental dwellings. The reason for this 
closeness of assessed value and sale price was that many of the commer­
cial properties in the sample were located in the central business 
district and suffered in sale price to a lesser degree; therefore, the 
decline in price was met by a slight increase in assessed values.
One-family residences fell between the two aforementioned cate­
gories. The ratio of 32.5 was less than that for duplexes and apartments" 
and greater than that for the more obvious commercial types of property.
Overassessment and Underassessment of Properties
Five hundred and seventy of the properties were underassessed 
(Table 59). Only in two cases were properties assessed at their precise 
sale price. Eighty-eight of the properties were overassessed.
Forty-three per cent of all the commercial properties were over­
assessed. Within the zoning categories, the highest relative number of 
overassessed properties were light industrial properties. Of all commer­
cial properties, most of those overassessed were in the Old City addition, 
the central business district of the community. In this group were 
properties of both high and low value. Most of the properties were of 
average size and fair quality. The average age of this group of commercial
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TABLE 59
THE OVERASSESSMENT OR UNDERASSESSMENT OF 658 RESIDENTIAL AND 
COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES IN FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 1958-1963,
BY ZONING CATEGORY
Zoning Overassessed Underassessed Total
One-family
Residential 51 497 548
Two-family
Residential 6 21 27
Apartment 5 19 24
Commercial
Services 4 10 14
Commercial 11 16 27
Light Industrial 11 7 18
Total 88 570 658*
*Two of the properties were actually assessed at their sale 
price amount.
Source; Compiled from sample data.
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properties was thirty-six years while the average age of properties 
which were underassessed was thirty-two years. Overassessed commercial 
properties were therefore of a varying sale price, had a relatively 
high age, and were located in the central business district and its 
environs.
The central business district was shown in Chapter II to have 
had an increase in retail sales at a level of about 1 per cent a year 
while sales in other commercial areas of the community (the suburbs) 
were growing at a rapid rate. This relative stagnation in retail sales 
accounted for the fact that sale prices of the commercial properties in 
the central business district were increasing only slightly while the 
advancing reassessments tended to increase the valuation.
Residential properties were not overassessed as often as were 
commercial properties. About 10 per cent of the residential properties 
were overassessed. Residential properties which indicated the greatest
2amount of overassessment were properties which sold for $5,000 or under. 
These properties were of small size and poor quality. Most of these 
properties were in older residential areas of the city where prices 
tended to have fallen. Part of the reason for the overassessment was 
due to the sluggish real estate market as reflected in the slowed build­
ing of houses in the community for the six years prior to 1963" In 
such a market, the older houses could not be sold as readily for high 
prices due to competition from alternatives. These alternatives, like 
the total market, were forced lower because of competition of a large 
number of new homes which cleared the market at reduced prices. Other
^See Table 22, page ?4.
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aspects which illustrated reductions in price were financing arrangements 
which tended to bias the market against older houses.
Summary
In Chapter VI use, as a source of variation between sale price 
and assessed value, was examined. About three-fourths of the properties 
were one-family residences, and the other one-fourth were of commercial 
uses. Variations were discovered in the ratios of assessed value to 
sale price among these properties. The closest correspondence between 
assessed value and the sale price was found to be that of the standard 
commercial zoning category. The ratios for commercial categories gener­
ally displayed a closer relation to sale price than did the ratios for 
residential properties.
Standardization of construction methods and materials caused 
closer assessments. The assumption of standardization was based on a 
clustering around averages, and there logically should be more relative 
variation among residences as a group than among commercial properties 
of differing use types. Certainly, the prices of commercial properties 
presented a wider range, but within relevant ranges, the commercial 
properties were more capable of being categorized in certain fixed 
structural groups than were residences. For example, there were four 
types of structural classifications for commercial properties while 
there were eight types of classifications for residences.
Another argument for standardization among commercial properties 
was the size of the buildings. Thus, a "two" commercial class building 
was not in any way mistaken for a "three" which had twice the space.
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For residential properties, shades of difference between the structural 
classes were much less obvious to the appraiser.
The use to which a property was put made a difference in the 
final valuation. In the case of residential housing, the number of 
similar properties had its advantages for the assessor. On the other 
hand, these similarities were often misleading.
Another aspect of difficulties of assessment of use types came 
from the difficulty on the part of the appraisers in measuring social 
values of neighborhoods and their relative advantages. These were 
factors tdiich were more in evidence in the assessment of residential 
properties than in commercial properties as indicated by the variation 
differential, 3 The value of business property was calculated with con­
siderable care,whereas the assessment of houses was calculated hy an 
appraiser who may have had a more fixed notion about the value of hous­
ing. It was likely that familiarity bred contempt in this case, and 
the appraiser, since he rented or owned his home, was more apt to 
believe that he knew more about housing costs than he did. Rirther, the 
appraiser would have had less experience with commercial properties and 
would have been less willing to depend upon his own judgment.
Fifteen per cent of all of the properties were overassessed.
Of this amount, most were cOTimercial properties. Only about ten per 
cent of all of the residential properties were overassessed.
Use type was a category that, probably more than any other, 
reflected the intangiblë'values of real estate. Obviously, use type was
3lf these were reflected noticeably, it was in the price of 
vacant land, where prices for residential lots may vary from a few hun­
dred dollars to several thousand.
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not the simple notation on a tax card. It was more than that; the mark­
ing of the section on use type had to be symbolic of a differing set 
of values attached to residential properties than the values attached 
to commercial properties.
What appeared to take place in assessment in the previous anal­
ysis suggested that "use value" was not separate from "exchange value." 
Use value in the case of the 660 properties implied the economic factor 
of obsolescence which the city did not attempt to quantify in the 
assessment of real properties. By contrast, replacement cost of struc­
tures implied nothing with regard to use; therefore, it could be argued 
that the market value in most cases was a better approximation of the 




In 1961, the property tax accounted for almost 90 per cent of 
all city government revenues in the United States. Most of the revenues 
came from taxes on real estate, but 14 per cent of the 90 per cent came 
from other sources such as tangible and intangible personal property.
In Fort Worth, about one-half of the revenues in I96I were generated by 
the property tax; I5 per cent of this amount came from personal property.
Because of the importance of the property tax as a source of 
revenue the purpose of this study was to isolate problem areas in the 
real estate assessment process. The principal method of study was to 
measure variations which existed between assessed value and sale prices 
of real estate. The quality and quantity of this variation was examined 
in a sample of 660 real properties in Fort Worth, Texas.
The sample came from a population of 12,000 properties which were 
sold during the period 1958 to and including 1963. The sample was, 
derived from tax records, deeds, records of real estate brokers, mort­
gage records, and newspapers. Each sale was verified to insure that it 
represented "fair market value." Data for each property were put on 
punch cards for analysis.
The most important conclusion reached is that time factors, use 
factors, and the errors of human judgment are primary reasons for the 
inequitable nature of the property tax. Because of these three factors,
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serious inequities arise even when the tax is administered in a highly 
competent manner as ft is in Fort Worth.
Each of the three factors created problems in the assessment 
process. The problem of time was one of rapid changes in the composition 
of commercial and residential property in the community. Data used for 
assessment were constantly changing, with the result that it was neces­
sary to keep the methodology of assessment up to date. The second 
problem was that properties of various use types demanded different 
methods of assessment. Although the use or utility of a property affected 
its value, utility factors were difficult to measure. Since a clear 
theory in regard to equity was lacking in the property tax, methods 
applied to various kinds of property did not render equitable results.
The third problem of assessment was human judgment, expressed in terms 
of the inability of the appraisers to attain comparable valuations on 
comparable properties.
Because of the significant differences in appraisal work result­
ing from the three factors described above, it must be concluded that 
the market price of properties is normally the most suitable estimate 
of value available for tax purposes. Market value as an estimate comes 
closest to what the law demands when it obliges assessors to appraise 
property at its "fair market value."
Characteristics of the Sample of Real Property 
in the Community
The distribution of sale prices of properties in the sample was 
skewed positively. Consequently, a large number of these properties
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were sold at prices below the mean price of $14,87^» The data indicated 
that 84 per cent of the properties sold for less than $20,000. The 
largest single category of property sales was the $5,001 to $10,000 
class, which included 34 per cent of all properties.
Three out of four of the properties in the sample were of frame 
construction. Most of the commercial properties were in poor or obso­
lete condition while most of the residential properties were in good 
condition.
Most of the properties were assessed at less than the mean 
assessed value of $11,424. The median assessed value was $8,320. Eighty- 
nine per cent of all properties were assessed at less than $20,000
Human Error in Assessment» Conclusions and 
Suggestions for Their Correction
The quality of assessments of real estate made by city officials 
in Fort Worth was above average. The ratios of assessed value to sale 
price (0.71) consistently ran higher than was true nationwide (O.3O).
This difference in ratios lost some of its significance because, although 
Fort Worth assessed at 100 per cent of market of market value, state and 
local governments often assessed at less than 100 per cent of market value. 
The average ratio in Texas was O.I6 while ratios of most communities in 
Texas were between O.O5 and 0.60.
Although of high quality, the assessments suffered from certain 
difficulties. First, once a depreciation per cent was established, the 
per cent was not changed until the property was reassessed, perhaps as 
much as nine years later.
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Second, the high use of per cents which were increments of five 
(such as 35 per cent, 40 per cent, and $0 per cent) suggested that the 
depreciation per cent was estimated by the appraiser rather than selected 
from the depreciation table. From this table it is possible to select 
a precise "per cent good" figure for each year of life of every type of 
property.
Another difficulty was discovered when the ratios of assessed 
value to sale price, by sale price level, were calculated. The ratios 
were closest to unity among properties in the $5,001 to $20,000 price 
range. Properties which sold for less than $5,001 and more than $20,000 
were not assessed as close to unity. Similarity among properties and the 
existence of large numbers of properties in the $5,001 to $20,000 range 
of prices caused these properties to be assessed closer to sale prices.
When ratios of assessed value to sale price were computed for the 
properties according to who assessed them, the range was very large, from
0.32 up to 1.35* On the other hand, the median ratio was 0.92. The ap­
praisers usually assessed at less than market value. This practice 
suggested that not all of the appraisers followed acceptable procedures.
A fifth difficulty existed in land valuations. The ratio of 
land value to sale price was lowest in the $10,001 to $15,000 range.
Land value ratios of less expensive properties and more expensive proper­
ties were higher than ratios in the middle range.
As of 1963, some of these difficulties were being corrected.
The ratios of assessed value to sale price by year of appraisal revealed 
that the average ratio for the years of the reappraisal program was 
slightly higher than for years prior to the program.
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The analysis of the previous problems led to the following-con­
clusions and suggestions:
One reason for variations of assessment among appraisers was 
the lack of a satisfactory definition of "good" and "fair" condition. 
These terms could have been defined for individual use types of property.
Second, the city did not appear to employ a sufficient number 
of appraisers. As of 1963, a field appraiser had to average twenty-five 
to thirty appraisals a day to maintain the reappraisal goal; this heavy 
load led to inequitable, hasty evaluations.
Another source of variation of assessments among the appraisers 
is a lack of specialization. Perhaps consideration might be given to 
the suggestion that appraisers be trained to deal with limited types of 
properties so that an appraiser would become a specialist in one type 
of property. Appraisers might be limited to dealing only with certain 
use types of property such as factories, retail stores, office buildings, 
or certain zoning categories.
Formal training might aid the appraisers in doing comparable 
work. Most academic institutions offer some type of formal training in 
real estate appraisal. It might be helpful for appraisers to take 
formal courses in real estate, economics, and statistics. Such training 
might tend to eliminate the flexibility in interpretation of the method­
ology by the appraisers which cause wide fluctuation in assessment 
levels. Since elimination of a portion of the judgmental variances is 
desirable, perhaps, the appraising function should be as automatic as 
possible; then the appraiser would be more a collector of the necessary 
data than an estimator of value. It is inefficient for the trained
lüo
appraiser to do clerical work. He could collect the information and the 
assessment value could be computed centrally.
Although the reappraisal program was an improvement over the 
older program, the differences in the average ratios was not particularly 
great. Any inprovement in the new program was a result of an improved 
tax card and the improved appraisal manual. Changing the tax card and 
the appraisal manual did not greatly alter the replacement cost technique 
already in use, because the appraisers probably interpreted the new 
manual in terms of their past practices. The result was that no material 
changes in practice occurred in the new reappraisal program. This reti- 
cënce to change on the part of the appraisers fortified the need for 
consistent formal training for all appraisers.
Time Factors; Conclusions and Suggestions 
for Their Correction
Time factors caused changes in the data and method of assessment. 
The changes were of two types. One was based on the distinction of 
changes which were external to the individual properties. The second 
was changes which were internal to individual properties. External 
changes usually took place in the long run. Long-run changes included 
deterioration of the neighborhood and rezoning.
Internal changes to properties (such as remodeling, etc.) occurred 
in the short run. A short run of property assessment was suggested as 
the period in which the cycle of reappraisal took place; in Fort Worth, 
this period usually ran from four to six years.
l6l
One short-run pattern in assessment data was the tendency of
assessed values of properties to cluster around mean sale figures.
Standardization in building technology and materials contributed to 
this pattern. Over a time, the relative number of properties in good 
condition had been increasing, while properties in poor or obsolete 
condition were diminishing.
Short-run time lags in the assessment of properties were noted 
in the analysis of vacant lots. One per cent of the sample were taxed 
as vacant land, although there were structures on the land. The proper­
ties in this group were taxed as vacant land because the assessments
were made prior to the building.
Though most of the properties were constructed after 1940, the 
long-run problem of assessment was that procedures applied to older 
properties were not suitable for newer properties, and appraising did 
not render equitable results.
Long-run and short-run problems in the assessment of real 
estate can be summarized as follows:
Long-run changes over time which affect the data used in the 
assessment process were four: First, there was a tendency toward an
increasingly large number of new properties. During a period of 
declining building activity, it would be expected that the average age 
among properties would increase. On the other hand, during a period of 
expansion, average age would likely decrease. Second, there was a 
clustering of the sale prices of property around the mean price during 
a period of decline in building activity and a wider dispersion from a 
mean sale price when expansion of activity appeared again. Third, an
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increase in the value of the mean sale price at a slow rate would be 
expected during a period of slack of building activity and a more rapid 
rate would be expected during an expansion. The fourth change was an 
increase in standardization of building techniques which caused a greater 
similarity of structures over time.
Short-run problems which were dependent upon the method of 
assessment included: (l) A failure of the appraisers to use sales data
consistently; (2) An insufficient appraisal staff; (3) An insufficient 
methodology— not a sufficient number of value-modifying factors, such 
as the depreciation factor; (4) A failure to use the given methodology 
consistently.
In view of these many problems several suggestions for their cor­
rection can be made. The first suggestion is to examine the depreciation 
table to determine whether the table is sufficiently comparable to the 
sale prices of real estate in the community. Because of rather constant 
underassessment, it may well be that a downward bias is present in the 
depreciation table.
A second suggestion is to offset the time lags indicated in the 
analysis of vacant lots. A more careful study of building permits and 
utility connections might be made to determine if all new structures or 
improvements to structures are listed on the tax rolls.
Finally, it is concluded that time factors cause the replacement 
cost techniques used for improvement assessment to be inadequate. The 
use of a depreciated replacement cost cannot adequately express the 
"fair market value" of all structures.
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Use T.vpc;: Conclusions and Suggestions
Considerable variation existed in the assessment of properties 
of varying use type- Ratios of assessed value to sale price among zon­
ing classes were computed, the low ratio being 0.68 for apartments and 
the high ratio for light industrial properties of I.O3 . Generally, 
commercial properties were assessed closer to sale price than were resi­
dential properties. A further confusion existed in the fact that not 
all properties were used according to how they were zoned. The most 
common instance of this zoning abuse was among duplexes and apartments. 
Perhaps zoning ordinances had not always been sufficiently enforced.
There were considerable differences in the condition of various 
properties. For example, 63 per cent of the commercial properties were 
in fair, poor, or obsolete condition while the remaining 37 per cent were 
in good condition. Broadly, the condition of properties tended to con­
form to the quality of construction and to the size of the building or 
residence.
When considered by use type, the condition of properties was 
partially dependent upon the fact that when a consumer was making a pur­
chase in person— whether it be the leasing of rental property, the 
purchase of a house, or a purchase in a store— the property had to be 
in good condition. For example, a person making a purchase in a retail 
store demands a pleasant surrounding while in a service shop such as a 
television repair shop, this demand is not so strong. Average deviations 
by zoning categories revealed that the greatest amount of absolute vari­
ation of assessed value from sale price existed among apartments. Most 
properties of all use types were underassessed; however, 41 per cent of
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the commercial properties were overassessed. The most commonly over­
assessed properties were in the li^t industrial group. These included 
warehouses and small industrial shops. Among one-family residences, 
the most frequent number of cases of overassessment were those which 
sold for less than $5,000. Most houses were taxed at less than $100 
per year, while most commercial properties were taxed at more than $100 
per year.
From- the analysis of use type the following conclusions can be
orawn:
1. The rather similar methodology applied to various use types 
of properties does not yield sufficiently adequate assessment results.
2. The use of replacement cost of structures in the assessment 
process tells little about use, but use type is significant in the sale 
prices of otherwise comparable properties,
3. Commercial properties cannot be adequately assessed without 
some knowledge of the income from such properties or similar properties.
The Use of an Average Sale Price
The most important single suggestion of this study was that the 
use of an average sale price for a standard of value was more adequate 
than present standards of value. For an average sale price to be signifi­
cant sales data must be collected.
All collection of sales data could be increased; sales data 
could then be verified. From the collection and verification of sales 
data, average selling prices could be established for properties in all 
use categories. The establishment of the average sale price use type
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could be followed by further subdivisions into structural categories. 
These subdivisions could then be divided into a geographic breakdown for 
the community. In this manner, the average selling price could be 
established for most properties, according to their use, structural 
classification, size, age, location, and common features.
As an alternative to sales analysis, the replacement cost tech­
nique has been found unusable for older properties. Income data for 
capitalization of the value of a property is also limited in value. The 
reason is that some commercial properties may be owned by a subsidiary 
of a parent company which uses the building. Thus, the rents paid by 
the parent company to its subsidiary may be based on tax advantage.
Although the average price is a more sound concept than that of 
replacement cost, the suggestion of an average price does not eliminate 
the need for replacement cost data. Value added by additional features 
to the basic structural types (such as heating and cooling) could be 
systematically reviewed during the short-run appraisal period and 
standard cost figures used for each type. For example, for buildings 
of a given structural classification, cost factors for special features 
should be standardized.
Like the replacement cost technique, the use of an average price 
demands the inclusion of a depreciation concept. In the replacement 
cost technique, the present cost of replacing a property is estimated. 
This amount is diminished by the depreciation factor; consequently, all 
of the depreciation factors are less than 1.0 except for new properties. 
On the other hand, if an average sale price were used, a depreciation 
factor would have to be calculated based on the age of the average
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property of that type. Thus, if the average age of a single-family 
dwelling was seven years, newer properties would have to be appreciated 
with a factor that was greater than 1.0. Multiplying the modified 
average sale price by the depreciation factor (greater than or less 
than 1.0) would yield the assessed value.
Because this study dealt with assessment procedures, the use of 
an average sale price for differing types of properties was suggested. 
Even the average price was not infallible. The most serious limitation 
on the property assessments generally comes from the demands of placing 
a "fair market value" on a property. No matter who makes the estimate 
of "fair market value," this evaluation can be misleading. For example, 
the price of a property in the short run is influenced by the estimates 
of value made by mortgage companies, insurance companies, federal agencies 
(such as the Federal Housing Administration), tax assessors, real estate 
brokers, buyers, and sellers. The confusion that results is that these 
estimates of value are all interdependent. An estimate by one of these 
persons can influence all other estimates of the value of the property. 
Therefore, "fair market value" may be simply the value placed on a 
property by a group of people who can never be certain that their par­
ticular estimate of value is a valid one.
In view of these many difficulties, equity in taxation of prop­
erties cannot be possible in absolute terms. To speak of equity is 
simply to suggest that one policy or procedure may produce more equity 
than another. No tax can be fully equitable which is merely a tax on 
property. Equity in taxation demands not equity among properties
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merely but equity among persons, B|y its definition, the property tax 
does not encompass the concept of ability of persons to pay nor benefits 





The primary data regarding sales of residences was collected by 
the writer fl*om lists of sales of properties compiled, by the Fort Worth 
Beal Estate Board, The Board publishes a list of sales of properties 
which includes the multiple-listing number, the street address, the 
selling price, the selling broker, and the listing broker. Hiis was 
the primary source of sales of residential properties.
The primary source of data of sales of commercial properties was 
the City Tax Office land maps. In addition to this source the Commercial 
Becorder. a daily publication of mortgages and recordings of deeds was 
used to supplement other sources.
The primary sources of assessment data were the public records 
available in the City of Fort Worth Tax Assessor's office -where a tax 
card is maintained for each property within the city limits.
In all three of the cases listed above, discussions with various 
officials in the tax office, and the Beal Estate Board, and real estate 
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The appraisals of real estate made by the City of Port Worth Tax 
Office are divided into two parts. The first part is the appraisal of 
land and the second is the appraisal of the in^rovements to land.
The procedure for the appraisal of land is based on a mass 
appraisal technique. The system of mass appraisals sacrifices some equity 
of individual properties, but it is considered sufficient for the bulk of 
properties. The system of mass appraisal includes four steps: 1) The
classification of land parcels, 2) an analysis of value influences, 3) 
the establishment of unit values, and 4) the application of modifications 
for variations.
The classification of land depends upon its use. The initial 
classifications of use are: 1) residential, 2) industrial, 3) institu­
tional, 4) recreational, and 5) commercial. Within these basic classifi­
cations, studies of sales data are made. Sales prices of parcels of land 
are recorded on land value maps maintained hy the city assessor.
Several different units of value are used for parcels of land. 
Square foot, front foot, and acreage units are employed according to the 
use type of the property. The square foot unit of value is calculated by 
dividing the sale price by the square footage of the land. The acreage 
unit is calculated by dividing the number of acres into the sale price.
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The square foot unit is usually used for very e3q>ensive industrial tracts 
while the acreage unit is used for undeveloped residential tracts and 
inexpensive industrial tracts. Where a specific sale price is not avail­
able, the field appraiser must make a judgment of the value of the tract 
by studying sale prices of comparable tracts,
Ihe appraisal of most residential land makes use of the front foot 
unit of value. The front foot unit of value is a more complicated computa­
tion than the square foot unit. The complication arises because of the 
introduction of modifying factors such as shape, corners, and alleys. For 
residential land the modifications include factors for the depth of the 
lot, whether or not the lot is on a corner, and the shape of the lot.
The standard parcel of residential land is rectangular in shape and 125 
feet in depth. Sale prices of such standard lots may vary according to 
their location. Thus the sales data must be studied carefully by the 
field appraiser in order to ascertain a standard price from which to cal­
culate the assessed value for specific lots. The modified value of the
land multiplied the number of front feet unit results in the assessed
value of the parcel of land.
The unit of value for commercial property is the front foot value.
This unit of value is calculated in the same manner as the front foot unit 
for residential property; but it includes an additional modifying factor, 
the influence of an alley. Different tables of modifying factors exist 
for residential and commercial land. Therefore, the field appraiser must 
determine the unit of value which is to be applied (based on a standard 
unit of value) to the specific land parcel and multiply the modified 
value factor times the number of units in the parcel of land. This results 
in the assessed value of land.
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Improvements to land are valued by the replacement cost technique. 
The replacement cost technique is based upon: 1) classification by use in 
order to determine similar construction methods among use types; 2) the 
segregation of additional details not included in the basic buildings;
3) consideration of value influences; 4) the conçjutation of the units of 
value; 5) modification factors for area, shape, floor level, and ceiling 
height; and 6) depreciation for physical deterioration. The basic idea 
of replacement cost is to estimate the cost of a standard kind of building 
according to use type and to modify this standard replacement cost accord­
ing to the specific characteristics of the individual structure. Replace­
ment cost as a method of evaluation is very similar to the kind of estima­
tion done by building contractors. The appraiser uses a standard cost per 
square foot for improvements. The appraiser must first determine the 
classification of use type into which the structure falls. The residential 
use classification includes one family, two family, and apartment buildings. 
Industrial classifications include warehouses and factories. Commercial 
classifications include stores, service stations, public garages, offices, 
banks, theatres, hotels, and office buildings. Some structures do not 
exist in sufficient quantities to warrant separate classifications.
Once the use type is established the appraiser must determine the 
type of construction (brick, masonry, wood, or steel). With the use and 
construction type, the appraiser can refer to specific tables which give 
the basic square foot unit cost factor. The cost figure is modified with 
factors for area, shape, and the number of floor levels. In the case of 
commercial buildings there is also a modifying factor for ceiling height. 
Then, the modified unit cost factor is multiplied by the number of square 
feet. When standard cost estimates of additional features (such as heating
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and cooling) are added to this product, the replacement cost of the struc­
ture is completed, %i3 replacement cost figure depreciated by a factor 
from the depreciation table results in the final assessed value.
APPENDIX B
NORMAL DEPRECIATION TABLE FOR WOODEN FRAME RESIDENCES
OF AVERAŒ SIZE BASED ON A bO-YEAR LIFE EXPECTANCY*
Age Per Cent Good Age Per Cent Good Age Per Cent Good
1 99 21 70 41 50
2 98 22 69 42 49
3 97 23 68 43 49
4 9^ 24 67 44 48
5 92 25 66 45 47
6 91 26 65 46 46
7 89 27 64 47 45
8 88 28 63 48 45
9 87 29 62 49 44
10 86 30 61 50 43
11 84 31 59 51 4212 82 32 58 52 52
13 80 33 57 53 41
U- 79 34 56 54 40
15 78 35 56 55 40
16 76 36 55 56 39
17 75 37 54 57 38
18 74 38 53 58 38
19 73 39 52 59 3720 71 40 51 60 36
♦Hie salvage value of 20 per cent does not appear until the type 
of property is 9^ years old.
Source: Truett B. Marshall, The Assessment of Real Prouertv: A
Manual for Fort Worth (Austin, Texas, 1962), p. 665.
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APPENDIX C
This appendix provides examples of the tax cards used by the City
Tax Assessor to record assessment data. The first two pages are an
example of the new card used since 1961, while the third and fourth pages
are an example of the old card used prior to 1961.
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e. QUALITY: Sub Sid —  k i g .  SupeiioT.
21. MILLWORK
o WINDOWS
Wood D.H. or S.H.











<■ FIXTUBES:SubStd- - Superior.
A C C O U N T  No.
C IT Y  O P  F O R T  W O R T H  V A L U A T IO N  R E C O R D
AD D IT IO N
• U tO IV I t lO N
P A O l K IN D  o r  IN ST. C O H IO N .-R .D .
ABATRACT NO.
ZONING
C L A # # ir iC A T IO N
C X C tP T IO N t
LA N D  IMPKOVKMBNTS •TN tS T  mpmOVKMKNT#
MORTOAQI OK LIIN H O LO IR  KKCOKD •  lO tW A L K S
CONCRETE D R IVEW AY
O W AVtL D W IV tW AV
c o N c n r 7 s  p a v i h i h t
AEPHALT PAVEMENT
AB PH ALT TOPPED
■ R IC K PAVEM EN T
TELEPHONE
PIRE PROTECTION
LA N om cA P IN O CURB AN D  CUTTER
OARBAOC EERVICE BTREET t lO N T #
TOPOORAPHY
L A N D  V A L U A T IO N
«SAM «RONT p'Tcs ®ACTO*M LA N D  VA LU E a p p r a is e d  b y DATE AD D IT IO N A L INFORM ATION
RENDERED NOTICE M A ILE D  H




E V A L U A T E D  A # # K # # M * N T
